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AT&T plan reduces long-distance phone rates 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Ameri- 
can Telephone & Telegraph Co. un- 
veiled a $1.75 billion reduction in long- 
distance rates yesterday, saying the 
new fees would cut the cost of a 
regular long-distance call by an aver- 
age of 10.5 percent 
lite proposed reduction was dis- 
closed in a filing with the Federal 
Communications Commission, which 
must approve the changes before they 
can take effect Jan. 1. 
While the new rate schedule, or 
tariff, will allow telephone users to 
save money on the cost of long-dis- 
tance calls dialed on AT&T's network, 
the company is proposing to increase 
certain other fees, particularly for 
business customers. The proposal, for 
example, would increase AT&T's 
rates tor business private lines by an 
average 15.3 percent, and would also 
impose a 75 cent charge for the first 
time for long-distance directory assis- 
tance calls. 
The company also said its rates for 
toll-free WATS service would fall an 
average 6.9 percent, although rates 
for incoming WATS calls using "800" 
numbers would increase an average 
of 1.3 percent. 
THE CHANGE in customer rates 
and WATS fees will save users ap- 
proximately $2 billion a year, the 
company added, but that will be par- 
tially offset by the increase in private- 
line rates and the fee for long-distance 
information, bringing the total reduc- 
tion overall to $1.75 billion. 
AT&T had announced its plans last 
month to reduce its long-distance 
telephone rates, noting the FCC has 
approved a new regulatory scheme 
that will gradually eliminate the sub- 
sidies for local telephone companies 
that are now built into long-distance 
rates. 
Consumers will benefit from a rate 
reduction in part because the FCC is 
requiring all residential telephone 
customers to begin paying a $**■ 
month flat fee to their local telephone 
company to help make up for the lost 
of the subsidy. 
Economic foes 
'bake' Reagan 
by Associated Press 
Foes of President Reagan's eco- 
nomic policies held a nationwide bake 
sale to raise money for the needy 
yesterday, peddling "Flat Broke 
Bread," "Prune the Militarv Muf- 
fins," and sponsoring carnival events 
like the James Watt shoe toss. 
"The First National Let Them Eat 
Cake Sale" enlisted entertainers, po- 
litical cartoonists and politicians 
from the left and was held at lunch 
time on street corners in scores of 
cities. 
Their goal was to use Reagan's call 
for volunteerism to raise half a mil- 
lion dollars to help the nation's poor, 
who they say are victims of the ad- 
ministration's budget cutting. 
"Reagan said go out and do it based 
on volunteerism and we're going to 
show him it cant be done," Marilyn 
Ondrasik, executive director of the 
New York Public Interest Research 
Group, said.   
Other grievances were not forgot- 
ten in the day's activities. 
"Ronald Reagan's cake is undoubt- 
edly made from the same hazardous 
waste, toxic chemicals and polluted 
water that his administration toler- 
ates," Susan Merrow, chair of the 
Connecticut Environmental Caucus, 
said at a bake sale and rally in Hart- 
ford. 
"I and millions of other Americans 
want no part of that recipe," Merrow 
sakL 
On Pennsylvania Avenue, just two 
blocks east of the White House, baked 
goods peddlers erected a plywood 
cutout of Watt with a big hole where 
the interior secretary's mouth would 
be. A chance to throw a shoe through 
the hole cost 50 cents. 
"Help Jim Watt Put His Foot In His 
Mouth* was the name of the game, a 
reference to Watts' remarks which 
have required apologies. 
The sales were held in pleasant, 
Indian summer weather in much of 
the country and puns were the order 
of the day: "Guns or Butter Cookies," 
"Strawberry Short Recovery Cake" 
and "Unemployment Rolls." 
But there was a hard-sell message, 
too. The Rev. Thomas Harvey, direc- 
tor of the National Conference of 
Catholic Charities, one of the protest 
sponsors, said in a statement that 
Catholic relief agencies are finding it 
difficult to keep up with services for 
the poor.  
"From 1981 to 1982, the number of 
emergency meals we provided jumped from 497,000 to 999,000," Har- 
vey said. "And emergency shelter for 
single adults grew from 3,900 to 
83,000." 
Leaders said more than 500 local 
organizations took part in the bake 
safe and rallies, with the proceeds to 
go to soup kitches, elderly centers, 
halfway nouses, crisis centers ana 
other local projects. 
photo/Joe Guda 
Skeleton 
identified 
as woman 
Wood County Sheriff George 
Ginter said yesterday that skeletal 
remains found Sept. 30 have been 
identified as a 30-year-old Toledo 
woman. 
The remains of Patricia Heer, 
USto Gibbons St., Toledo, were 
found near Custer Road, south of 
Poe Road Friday. The remains 
were identified by dental records. 
Wood County Sheriff and Toledo 
City Police are currently investi- 
gating the matter. 
LittlC fiddler Jason DePue. 7. fiddles a tune at Bowling Green City Park Sunday during the festivities marking the 
Sesquicentennlal celebrations. Jason is the son of Dr. Wallace OePue. professor of music at the 
University. Dr. Wallace and his three sons. Jason and his older brothers, Alexander and Wallace Jr., travel 
around the country playing country and western music. 
Delays leave Nigerian students homeless 
by Michael D. Towle 
news editor  
Two University Nigerian students 
are among 10,000 across the country 
stranded without money for tuition or 
living expenses due to delays in fund- 
ing from their homeland, according to 
Douglas Daye, director of interna- 
tional programs. 
Both students are currently living 
in Bowling Green with friends, though 
Dave could not name them due to 
federal regulations against releasing 
personal information. 
The students are caught in the mid- 
dle of a bureaucratic breakdown, he 
said. The Nigerian Central bank has 
failed to release the necessary funds 
to cover their expenses and the Uni- 
versity cannot risk covering their 
costs for fear of not being able to 
recover them. 
The University has had problems 
with several Nigerian students this 
year in locating scholarship funds 
promised the students by their gov- 
ernment. 
In cooperation with the Campus 
Ministry Association, Dave has set up 
a donation fund to aid the Nigerian 
students without funds. 
DAYE SAID the group, headed by 
the Rev. Michael Tremmel of St. 
Thomas More University Parish, will 
receive all donations of food or money 
for the two students. 
So far the group has received $125 in 
donations. Daye estimated their need 
in the "thousands." 
Over the summer the National As- 
sociation for Foreign Student Affairs 
recomended that American colleges 
stop enrollments from Nigeria and 
other countries that still owe money, 
Dave said. 
The association sent guidelines to 
its 1,300 members asking them to 
implement one of two policies toward 
such students. 
• Admit no students from countries 
whose citizens have not been able to 
pay their colleges bills until the finan- 
cial obligations of students already 
enrolled have been met 
• Refuse to provide people from 
such countries with the forms needed 
to apply for a student visa until fees 
have been paid in advance and assur- 
ances given that the students have 
sufficient funds to meet living ex- 
penses. 
THE GUIDELINES were adopted 
after complaints from colleges about 
the Nigerian students situation. 
"We have found over the years that 
their country can be very unreliable 
concerning payment of fees," he said. 
"We now work on a pre-deposit basis 
with most of their students." 
Nigerian students in this country 
owe over $22 million in tuition and $65 
million in living expenses to hundreds 
of colleges, be said. 
Daye said Nigerian and other for- 
eign students from countries consid- 
ered bad risks, are required to pay 
their yearly costs by check ahead of 
time to prove they have the money. 
"We simply wait for the check to go 
through, take out what they owe for 
the present semester, and give them 
back the balance. This way the Uni- 
versity and the student can be as- 
sured the student will be able to pay 
his fees," he said. 
Daye said the students' problems 
are compounded because of immigra- 
tion rules governing foreign students. 
"UNLESS THEY are enrolled as 
full-time students the two can lose 
their foreign student visas, and since 
they are not allowed to work under 
immigration law, they cannot support 
themselves either," he said. 
Foreign students without funds or jobs often cannot afford the trip back 
to their homeland. 
"This creates a interesting paradox 
- they cannot afford to go to school so 
they must go home, yet they cannot 
afford to go back either, so many 
across the country have no food or 
shelter," Daye said. 
Lost U.S. soldiers detained as airport reopens 
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Beirut 
airport reopened yesterday for the 
first time in a month, an indication 
that war-torn Lebanon may be return- 
ing to normal. But just before the first 
jetliner landed, two U.S. soldiers were 
seized by Shiite militiamen and held 
for two hours. 
The airport, where 1,800 U.S. Ma- 
rine peacekeepers are based, re- 
opened after Druse fighters dropped 
their threat to shell the terminal and 
reached agreement with Lebanon's 
army, Christian militiamen and 
Shiite fighters to guarantee security 
on all access roads to the terminal 
Motorists stopped cars on busy 
streets, joining other Beirut residents 
who craned their necks on sidewalks 
or balconies as the first airliner, a 
Middle East Airlines flight from 
Jidda, Saudi Arabia, circled the 
downtown districts four times before 
landing at 4:45 p.m. (10:45 a.m. 
EDT). 
Most of the 110 passengers were 
Moslem pilgrims returning from the 
holy city of Mecca. After disembark- 
ing, many of them kissed the tarmac 
and on the instruction of the accompa- 
nying sheik, or holy man. they knelt 
on the runway and prayed. 
MINISTER OF Public Works 
Pierre Khoury issued the formal or- 
der for the airport to reopen for the 
first time since Aug. 28. The edict 
came after a four-member cease-fire 
supervision committee agreed on ar- 
rangements to ensure the safety of the 
terminal and the roads leading to it. 
Before the airport opened, Shiite 
Moslem gunmen detained two U.S. 
Army technicians for about two hours 
after they made a wrong turn in a jeep 
off a main road in southern Beirut and 
wandered into an area controlled by 
the Amal militia. 
Marine spokesman Mai. Robert 
Jordan said the two soldiers - an 
officer and an enlisted man attached 
to the Marine contingent - were re- 
leased unharmed with their weapons 
and vehicle and returned to the Ma- 
rine compound at the airport 
The U.S. House of Representatives 
and the Senate have passed a compro- 
mise War Powers resolution allowing 
the Marines to stay in Lebanon an- 
other 18 months. 
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Freeze walk opposes nuclear arms 
Rita Glnley 
reporter 
A group of concerned citizens gath- 
ered at St. Thomas More University 
Parish last Saturday morning to voice 
their concern over the issue of nuclear 
arms by participating in a freeze 
walk. 
The walk, one of many held 
throughout the nation to support the 
bilateral freeze of nuclear weapons, 
was sponsored by the Social Justice 
rTir1™*— in conjunction with St 
Thomu More. 
The continual nuclear arms buildup 
Si the United States and the Soviet 
nion has increased the threat of 
nuclear war and 30 people joined 
together last weekend to protest this 
action. 
According to Greg Haas, president 
of the Social Justice committee,' the 
purpose of the walk is to generate 
interest in the freeze campaign and to 
gain support for the movement" 
"The walk is an expression of hope 
in humankind and it provides the 
opportunity for people to affirm the 
fact that good reUtionships are built 
on trust rather than fear or violence," 
Seo MABCH page 3 
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City celebrates 
150th anniversary 
Bowling Green's year long celebration of its 150th birthday 
readies a crescendo this week, Sesquicentennial Week. 
With horse drawn carriage rides and residents wearing top 
hats or carrying parasols, Sunday's Community Day drew 
more than 1,000 people to City Park. 
Events like Sunday's bring back memories of the small 
town ambiance of yesteryears. The cooperative atmosphere 
necessary to pull off the orchestration of activities reminds 
us of neighborhood projects from days gone by. And the 
Sesquicentennial/Homecoming Parade this Saturday is in 
that community spirit. 
Lectures on "Bowling Green Old Timers" and "The 
History of Early Bowling Green" - this last given by Martha 
Gamble, a city resident, in attire from the 1800s - are 
activities that will help preserve the community's history by 
relating it to residents. 
The Bowling Green Sesquicentennial Commission has been 
planning the celebration for 18 months. Its efforts have 
produced a fine remembrance of events past and the group 
deserves praise. 
Students may not feel a part of the celebration for they 
spend only four years here, but for now each is a member of 
the community and everyone should take notice of the town's 
birthday. We hope all join in the festivities and wish Bowling 
Green, as we do, a happy 150th birthday. 
Loss of American Cup mourned 
4Cool9 college student 
plague of professors 
by Timothy Thompson 
This is the story of a modern-day 
Richard Cory, but you needn't have 
read the poem to understand. Pry- 
kard Bory was the pride of his peers, 
everthing he did was cool. 
In classes, Prykard Bory would 
demonstrate his wit, so funny in the 
way he put the prof down; the study of 
the subject seemed so unimportant 
compared to the greatness of Pry- 
kara. He always walked into class so 
perfectly late, no one would have this 
man live by the clock. Everyone 
would laugh at the questions he would, 
raise, so witty and well put, always' 
finding the weakness in his teacher's 
story. Yeah, be sure was smart. 
A man who knew where to find all 
the right drugs was Prykard Bory, he 
had all the necessary connections. 
The ones that could bring you up when 
life wasn't fast enough, and the ones 
that could make you melt, deadening 
the senses to any hurt or pain; the 
ones that made you laugh as an un- 
controllable hyena, and the ones that 
made your head float off your neck - 
Prykard Bory could get them all, a 
mere phone call would have your 
mind changed. If power is in the 
number of peoples' minds one can 
blow, then this man had power. 
Prykard was always in fashion, 
from the furnishings he lounged on to 
the threads he wore. A belt that 
matched the socks, always narrow as 
his pointed shoes. Slacks so smooth 
and trim, the maker of the jeans so 
prominently displayed. No ring 
around his collar whether up or down, 
and the finest ponies dancing across 
his shirts. A jacket proclaiming his 
membership with the elite - the 
clothes truly made this man. 
And the women were always in his 
control, a click of the finger and they 
flocked to his side. He had all the right 
words to tickle their ears, double 
entendre in every other sentence. So 
enticing was Bory with that inviting 
yet dominating look, a master of the 
piercing glance. No sexual frustration 
for this man, women fought to get in 
his datebook. He sure was sexy. 
What a man with conversation that 
Prykard Bory was. Talk came so 
easily, one-liners so smooth. He was 
an expert at staying one up in a 
conversation, deflating egos his spe- 
cialty, finding one's weakness essen- 
tial to his game plan. Intimidating all 
with his clever tongue, spreading his 
influence with every word uttered; 
Prykard had the gift of a polished 
gab. One can only keep the best of 
company if one wishes to rise in the 
social ranks, and you can believe 
Prykard's friends were carefully cho- 
sen. Only the most beautiful people of 
course, he realized the importance of 
appearances. And if by chance Pry- 
kard had to discuss something with 
one of the ugly people, he was sure to 
wear his bored look, keeping it certain 
to anyone who noticed that he could 
not possibly be interested in someone 
lower on the evolutionary scale of 
class. He hung out with only those that 
reflected his finely tailored image. 
Yes, Prykard Bory had a perfect 
life. He was everything that anyone 
could ever hope to be. He had the 
money, the power, the women - it was 
all too beautiful. So beautiful that one 
day Prykard tried to shoot himself 
through the head... but he missed, 
and Just went on being cool. 
Timothy Thompson, a columnist and 
cartoonist for the News, is a doctoral 
candidate in wterpersonnal and pub- 
lic communication. 
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by Art Buchwald 
I was invited to the New York Yacht 
Club for lunch the other day by Well- 
ington Spinnaker III. 
Since I hadn't been there before. I 
didn't know what to expect. The lobby 
was all decorated in buck crepe and 
grown men were sitting in overstuffed 
chairs, wiping tears from their eyes. 
"They seem to be taking the Ameri- 
ca's Cup loss pretty hard," I said. 
"Wouldn't you if you had lost some- 
thing that was in the family for 132 
years?" Wellington said bitterly. 
"It's just a little old cup. Why 
doesn't the club order a new one from 
Tiffany's to put in the glass case?" I 
said. 
"You apparently don't appreciate 
the significance of the Australian 
victory. It means America no longer 
rules the waves." 
"It could have been worse. The 
Russians could have won it. At least 
Australia is a stalwart ally." 
"Not in this dub, she Isn't," said 
Wellington. "The New York Yacht 
Club members may forget, but they 
never forgive." 
"Oh, for heaven's sakes," I told 
him. "It was just another sailboat 
race. I'm not much of a sailor but I 
figure as long as you have a good wind 
at your back and a case of beer, it 
doesn't matter who crosses the line 
first." 
"Would you keep your voice down," 
Wellington muttered. "Many of our 
members are armed." 
"I'm sorry. I didn't know the Amer- 
ica's Cup meant so much to the club. 
Tell me, why didn't the Liberty use 
her motor when she saw she was 
going to lose the final race?" 
"The Liberty doesn't have a motor, 
stupid," Wellington whispered in a 
harsh voice. 
"Well, that's rather dumb, isn't it? 
How did they expect to beat the Aus- 
sies without a motor?" 
"Look, would you do me a favor and 
shut up if you don't know what you re 
talking about?" Wellington said. 
"I may not know much about sail- 
ing," I said. "But I do know that if you 
put a shroud over your keel when 
you're in port, you always have a 
better chance of winning a race. Why 
didn't you people put a shroud over 
your keel?" 
"Because we had nothing to hide. 
They double-crossed us by having a 
winged keel, but they didn't want us to 
see it. I never trusted the Aussies 
since Pearl Harbor," Wellinton 
huffed. 
"They say the koala bear is really a 
dirty little animal," I said, hoping to 
cheer him up. 
Suddenly an old man in an over- 
stuffed chair got up, took a silver- 
plated pistol out ot his pocket and 
shouted, "I have nothing to live for 
anymore!" 
Two   of   the   younger   members 
Eibbed him. "Easy, Josiah, we still 
ven't heard from the protest com- 
mittee." 
Josiah sat back in his chair and 
sobbed, "We had them three to one. 
They stole our wind." 
"I guess you people aren't too 
happy about the ballast decision ei- 
ther/' 
Wellington said, "This dub will 
never be the same again. Well be 
fighting amongst ourselves for the 
rest of our lives." 
"It must be a terrible thing to live 
with," I told him. "But there's always 
a next time, and I'm sure you people 
will come up with a better keel by 
then." 
"But in the meantime the Aussies 
have OUR cup," Wellington said. 
A member came up. ''Did you bear 
about Tippy Vanderslip?" he said to 
Wellington. 
"What happened?" 
"He went up the Bronx Zoo with his 
shotgun and tried to bag a kangaroo." 
"Poor Tippy. The last timel talked 
to him he wanted me to go with him 
and throw a brick through the plate 
glass window of Qantas Airlines," 
Wellington said. 
Short Cuts 
The waiter came over to take our 
order. 
"How's the flounder?" I asked 
Wellington. 
He didn't laugh. 
Art Buchwald is a columnist with the 
Loa Angeles Press Syndicate. 
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Apathy In USG elections 
fault of that organization 
For two and a half years I have 
been hearing about the high amount 
of student apathy on this campus. The 
voter turnout for USG .district elec- 
tions was low last week as expected. 
Has anyone ever taken a moment to 
analyze there may be another reason 
behind the low turnout rate besides 
apathy? This election I did not vote. 
This results not from a lack of inter- 
est, but from a lack of knowledge 
about the candidates. 
During the past two weeks, I have 
heard nothing about the candidates, 
let alone what they hope to achieve if 
becoming part of USG. How on earth 
are we supposed to cast a vote for 
people who seem to not even try to 
make an effort at making themselves 
known on this campus? In my mind, 
casting a completely ignorant vote is 
worse than not voting at all. As a past 
high school student council president, 
I assure you that I am interested in 
matters effecting me on this campus. 
I am just dismayed at the fact that 
members of USG don't make more of 
an effort to try and get people in- 
volved. After visiting the USG office 
to try and get some answers, I be- 
came even more frustrated. It seems 
people there don't quite know what 
It's all about either, as I couldn't get 
any solid answers. It's about time we 
get a lot more answers from the 
people who are supposedly represent- 
ing the student body as a whole. I, for 
one, am fed up. 
Peggy O'Neill 
840 6th Street 
Before marking ballot 
look at all sides of Issue 1 
As November approaches and the 
time to go to the polls draws near, 
publicity for Issue 1 is increasing here 
on campus. Issue 1 Is a proposal on 
the ballot that, if passed, will raise the 
legal drinking age in Ohio to 21. This 
would become the minimum age tor 
any alcoholic beverage, tacluding 
beer. 
Opinions on this issue are running 
rampant One can listen in on any 
conversation or read the BG News 
and hear arguments for both sides of 
the issues - serious and sarcastic, 
calm and outraged: The Coalition for 
21 and M.A.D.D. (Mothers Against 
Drunk Drivers) support the proposal. 
The Let 19 Work Committee opposes 
it. From personal experience, I can 
say that many students also oppose 
toe issue, for obvious reasons. 
I am not going to tell you how to 
vote on Issue 1.1 myself do not know 
which side I am going to support. My 
goal is to get you to think about your 
As voters, it is our responsiblity to 
Sve serious thought to each issue on 
e ballot. With an issue that directly 
affects our lives, such as Issue 1, this 
is even more important. So please 
look at aU sides of file issue before you 
take a stand! Of course none of us 
want to see our drinking rights taken 
away, but this is not the only deciding 
factor. If Issue 1 is passed, not only 
would it be a crime for most of us to 
drink a beer, but many liquor- 
oriented extabiishments in Bowling 
Green would be forced to close. It 
would also increase the amount of 
illegal drinking done on campus. On 
the other hand, if the proposal fails, it 
could be indirectly responsible for the 
alcohol-related deaths of innocent 
men, women, and children - maybe 
even you. 
Has Ohio's tough new drunk-driving 
law really reduced accidents by 34%? 
Has the 19-year-old drinking age 
really been given a chance to work? 
Would a higher drinking age have an 
appreciable effect on drunk-driving 
accidents? More importantly, would 
it reduce the number of fatalities 
from such accidents? 
Yes, no student wants his right to 
drink taken away. No bar owner 
wants to close his establishment. And 
no human being wants needless 
deaths to occur. All of this must be 
taken into consideration when making 
a decision on Issue 1.1 urge you do do 
so before you mark your ballot on 
voting day. 
Maty K. Mln.rd 
339 McDonald North 
Garber defends statements 
about drunk driving 
At this point in time, I would like to 
utilize the opportunity to thank Brian 
Ddn for his very kind "Utter to the 
Editor," which was published and 
appeared in the BG News on Sept. 30 
in response to my BG News editorial 
Mr. hcin's letter created a light- 
hearted allegiance to my editorial 
views concerning State Issue 1, and 
his comments are duly appreciated 
and thanked. However, his letter also 
made an observation of my editorial, 
which is grossly in error, and it hence- 
forth demands clarification. 
Mr. Ddn wrote: "Mr. Garber ob- 
viously feels that anyone under the 
age of 21 is irresponsible.'' Let me 
state for the record, that "Mr. Garber 
obviously feels" no such way, and I in 
no way meant to allude to such a 
premise by citing the facts about 
drinking age and operating auto- 
mobiles; any allusions or inferences 
to such a premise are made solely on 
the part of the reader, and I, ,rMr. 
Garber," vehemently disagree. 
Mr. Ddn. however, was quite cor- 
rect, when he stated, in essence, that 
if individuals between toe ages of 18 
and 21 "do not go to the polls and 
vote," then they are indeed "irre- 
sponsible;" those people are irre- 
sponsible  right  along  with  those 
Clear Views 
members of this democracy who are 
over the age of 21 and likewise do not 
vote. It is tragic to think that in this, 
the oldest democracy in the world, 
fewer than SO percent of the eligible 
voters make the effort to "go to the 
polls and vote" in presidential elec- 
tions, let alone vote on non-federal 
matters such as drinking age. 
Finally, it is my, and I assume Mr. 
Ilcin's, hope that my editorial views 
on Issue 1 will spur people to register 
and vote. Whether those potential 
voters consider me and my views as 
an ignorant slob with nonsensical 
ideas or look at me as something just 
short of the Deity, is inconsequential. 
I just hope that people, regardless of 
their age, implement this democracy 
and vote. 
Clint Ethan Qarber 
OCMB 6573 
Students, faculty should 
vote no on Issues 1,2, 3 
The students and faculty of Bowling 
Green State University now have the 
opportunity to make a difference in 
the state's upcoming elections on 
Nov. 8. Three issues will be presented 
to the general public for ratification, 
but with your help and understanding 
of these issues they will never become 
law. Issue 1 if ratified will raise the 
drinking age from 19 to 21 for all 
alcoholic beverages. Supporters of 
this issue feel raising the drinking age 
will decrease if not eliminate all 
drunk drivers on the road. To me this 
is a grave misconception. People of 
all ages who drink are prospective 
drunk drivers, thus not allowing 19- 
and 20-year-olds to drink will not 
correct the problem but only repress 
it; after all, 19-year-olds are consid- 
ered responsible adults because they 
can: vote, marry, serve in the armed 
forces, raise children, and sign con- 
tracts, but not be allowed to drink. I 
feel we should let the new drunk 
driving laws work. Already they have 
reduced the amount of alcohol related 
accidents by 34 percent. Another an- 
swer may be to properly educate 
people on how to be a responsible 
drinker. If this issue does pass it could 
have a devastating effect upon our 
community. 
Issue 2, would require both Houses 
of the Ohio Legislature to have a 
three fifths plurality to pass any reve- 
nue-raising bills. To me this bill does 
not follow the guidelines for a democ- 
racy. In other words, 14 representa- 
tives can block the majority. Is this 
the Democratic way? Of course no 
one likes to pay taxes, but what would 
you rather have: paying your present 
tax rate or living in a bankrupt state? 
Issue 3 the final issue, proposes to 
repeal any changes in Ohio tax laws 
that were enacted after Jan. 1, 1983. 
In other words, this issue would wipe 
out an estimated $1.5 billion from the |8.9 billion general fund in 1984-85. To 
think of the Impact this bill could have 
on our general fees and the quality of 
our education is a scary thought. 
The issues mentioned above pertain 
directly to you as students, your par- 
ents and the faculty of Bowling Green 
State University. We must join to- 
gether and speak out against these 
issues and vote "NO." If we don't take 
the time now. we will surely pay later. 
Read up on the Issues ahd register to 
vote. YOUR VOTE DOES MAKE A 
DIFFERENCE. 
Steve Zlrket 
802 Otfenhauer Watt 
Attack on MADD founder 
an unobjectlve letter 
It is necessary to understand that it 
is impossible tor a human being to be 
totally objective. What we must do is 
try our best in evaluating proposals of 
a social nature. I'm referring to the 
asinine attack on Clint Ethan Garb- 
er's article (Sept. 29 - supporting the 
Coalition for 21) by Brian Ddn (Sept. 
30). The response shows no concern 
for the issue at heart and is basically 
an attempt to cover ignorance with 
semantics. Perhaps Mr. Ddn needs to 
take a course in analytical thinking 
and reread the article. It's obvious his 
objectivity is clouded; otherwise, his 
conclusions wouldn't have been so 
ridiculous. 
I'm still lacking in understanding 
bow statistics that show the distribu- 
tion of alcohol-related accidents by 
age indicate that "the older you are. 
the more you are able to drink and 
maintain control over an auto- 
mobile." It doesn't take a sdentist to 
understand the absurdity and undue 
simplicity of this remark. Secondly, 
the reference to El Salvador and 
Lebanon is totally unfounded. What in 
the article prompted Mr. Ddn to 
include this in his critique? Lastly. 
the sarcasm surrounding the original 
author's use of the word "murderous" 
is totally hilarious and simple- 
minded. It proves nothing but a lack 
of an objective viewpoint on Mr. Il- 
cin's part. 
This in no way indicates my views 
on the subjed at band. It is only to 
point out the obvious facetious, impli- 
cating and absurd critique by Mr. 
Ddn. Before you try again, Mr. Dcin, 
step back and look at your conclusions 
and comments and ask yourself, 
"Does such a response really deserve 
to be printed?" 
Boss Koenlg 
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Minority grads recruited 
Wind ensemble bg news statl/Jomes Voull 
Three members of "Visual Reproduction" show their style during the airband finals at Saturday's "Foundersfest." 
From left are bassman Rob Clapacs, freshman business administration major; drummer Deron Plckrel. freshman 
sports marketing major; and lead singer Mike Barton, freshman business administration major. The contest was won 
by the band "Silent Heads." 
March 
. .from page one 
added the Rev. Mike Tremmel of St. 
Thomas More. 
KEN   COPPELLETTY,    Perrys- 
burg, an active proponent of the nu- 
began the 10-kilometer walk which 
continued through campus and back 
to the starting point. 
Al Arpad, member of the Social 
Justice Committee and coordinator of 
the local walk said he was disap- 
pointed with the low turnout. 
"I think the turnout is pitiful consid- 
ering there are 16,000 people over 
there," he said, pointing to the cam- 
pus. 
by Monica Orotz 
stuff reporter 
Minority student enrollment on the 
graduate level is being sustained 
through the efforts of Project Search, 
a program which recruits graduate 
students to the University. 
The problems of recruiting mi- 
nority graduate students are different 
from those of recruiting minority 
undergraduates, according to Peace 
Champion, director of Project 
Search. 
Champion said Project Peace fo- 
cuses its efforts on small traditionally 
black colleges in the south. She said 
when the program started in 1971 it 
was difficult to recruit with the small 
amount of money allotted. Recruit- 
ment was done mostly through mail- 
ing and by some visitation. 
Now, she said students who have 
received advanced degrees have es- 
tablished a network to assist her in 
recruitment. 
—dateline— 
Oct. 4. 1983 
Football - The Memorial Hall Ticket 
Office will be open today and tomor- 
row until 8 p.m. and Saturday morn- 
ing 9-11:30 a.m. for anyone wishing to 
purchase tickets for the Bowling 
Green-Toledo football game on Oct. 8. 
Ticket booths, gates and turnstiles at 
Doyt Perry Field will open at 11 a.m. 
arid parking lots will open at 9 a.m. on 
gameday. University students are 
advised that a special student booth 
and gate will be open on the east side 
(1-75 side) for ALLSPORTS PASS 
Minority students on the graduate 
level have to meet the same require- 
ments as any other student, Cham- 
pion said. The problem is in getting 
minority students to want to pursue 
an advanced degree here. 
SINCE MANY of the minority stu- 
dents are drawn from small southern 
schools, Champion said there is a 
culture shock coming to the midwest 
and a predominantly white institu- 
tion. Project Search was able to re- 
cruit 85 full-time students this year. In 
addition, Champion said their gradua- 
tion rate is 77.7 per cent. 
Champion said the Third World 
Graduate Student Association is one 
support system which minority stu- 
dents are introduced to. 
Charles Corley, a second year 
Ph.D. candidate in sociology, said 
there are limited avenues for politi- 
cal, cultural and social outlets for 
minorities at the University. 
These are even more limited on a 
graduate level, he said and TWGA 
exists to provide those outlets. 
CORLEY SAID there are times 
when minority graduate students 
"question quite bluntly if the commu- 
nity and campus are serious about 
them being here." He said graduate 
assistants who teach are often faced 
with prejudice of students. 
Minority graduate students also 
must deal with possible prejudice of 
their own professors. 
In addition, Corley said the city 
does not provide places to get a 
"black hair cut," or ingredients for a 
traditional ethnic dish. And because 
there are no ethnic communities in 
Bowling Green, there is no opportu- 
nity for "being around those like 
yourself," Corley said. 
Champion said despite the obsta- 
cles faced by Project Search, 85 full- 
time minority students are enrolled 
this year and the rate of graduation is 
currently 77.7 percent. 
holders and those students wishing to 
purchase a student ticket for $2. 
SNEA - Dr. Dan Ross will speak on 
interviewing and first year teaching 
at the SNEA meeting tonight at 7 p.m. 
in 112 Life Sciences Building. All 
education majors are welcome. 
MEP - A pre-registration meeting 
will be held on Oct. 5 at 6:30 p.m. in 
111 South Hall for all students desiring 
to participate in MEP (Message Ex- 
perience Project), during spring se- 
mester 1984. For information please 
call Joyce Myles at 372-0151 after 1:30 
p.m. 
SRC - The Student Rec Center select- 
a-sport of the week is correct usage of 
Universal and Nautilus weight ma- 
chines. All people interested in partic- 
ipating should meet in the weight 
room the Rec Center at 6 p.m. 
Hbotos - A collection of photographs 
featuring rock, country and contem- 
Cary musical artists will be on sale 
n 10 am. to 5 p.m. in the Prome- 
nade Lounge of the University Union. 
Violence - The Women Against Vio- 
lence Task Force will hold a meeting 
tonight at 7 p.m. in the Falcon's Nest 
of the Union. The event is sponsored 
by Women for Women and is open to 
ATTENTION: 
STAGE 
CREW 
Any UAO stage crew member 
interested in being this year's 
stage crew manager, please 
contact Mike  Bohinc  in the 
:.    UAOJDffice. .    * • 
JACKS  BAGEL 
CART 
• Buy one Bagel with cream 
cheese and get a plain Bagel 
free 
or 
• Buy two Bagels and get the 
third free 
Watch tor our Bagel Cart 
near the cemetery  and Chemistry 
Bldg. 
Jacks Bakery 354-1001 
(across from Harshman near Finders) 
STUDENT 
CONSUMER 
UNIUN 
Organizational 
Meeting 
Wed. October 5 
**^ 7 p.m. 403 Moseley 
Committees now forming: Public Relations, 
journalism, Consumer Affairs. Thanks S.C.U! 
HOI**1 
PISANELLO'S FREE PIZZA 
coupon in the 
VCTO   PASSBOOK 
should have stated 
NO DELIVERY 
This special and one 
t     coupon per pizza 
OPENING OCT. 4 
HAVE ATASTE ON US 
lb get your Free Sample Pack of General Foods* International Coffees, simply complete the 
form below and mail in this coupon. Send the certificate for your Free Sample Pack to General 
Foods* International Coffees Sample Pack Offer, P.O. Box 3551, Kankakee, Illinois 60902. 
"1 
Name. .SchooL WF 
Address_ jdaai. 
Z"KJt<aC Limit—one request per customer. 
Sample Pack This offer expires December 16,1963. 
I 
\ 
FREE I 
Sample Pack    |j 
JSDSAFJ 
Xoblc, 
X 
300 E. WOOSTER ST. 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 
SMILE AND SAY PIZZA™ 
Only one place in town has Three Kinds 
of Pizza for Three Kinds of Fun'... 
Noble Roman's 
Smile and Say Hand-Tossed! Noble 
Roman's traditional round pizza that's 
hand-tossed right before your eyes. 
Or try something different. Just Smile 
and Say Deep-Dish! Noble Roman's thick 
crust pizza baked with olive oils in an 
old-fashioned rectangular pan. 
And for monster appetites, Smile and 
Say Monster! 
Noble Roman's original deep-pan pizza 
with twice the meat and vegetable toppings 
you want plus three times more cheese. 
All of Noble Roman's three kinds of 
great pizza are made fresh from scratch, 
special for you. Bring the whole family, 
Smile and Say Pizza'"! 
SMILE AND SAY CARRYOUT 
FREE DELIVERY WITHIN THE CITY LIMITS 
Sun. - Thurs. 5 p.m. -10:30 p.m. • Fri. & Sat. 5 p.m. -1:30 a.m. 
354-3935 
4 bg news/october 4.1963 
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Glenn gets degree 20 years after dropping out 
NEW CONCORD, Ohio (AP) - Sen.    hometown, in September 1939. He left    Importance on a degree requirement,    warded to John and be decided he       THEN CAME the earth orbit mis-     National Geographic Society. Th 
!nkM      ni —U       ■    --    ■ CM*      W... »KO omoll    Dr*ah\rt*Wan-affUiatew4 HK_ •' !• #•* am «M wmmmm\ WHMPBJ    th*        *4Mn'r hmm rK* HIM ** aUn AH TT»K    **l    1Q*»    fattd   fll*nn   htf-        iw«t oUn mantifm*H that annitlM , i ( )  . John Glenn's degree from Mus- 
kingum College was granted 10 yean 
after he left school to join the Marine! 
In World Warn. 
And he got the degree without tak- 
ing a proficiency examination or 
spending the required senior year in 
residence, after school officials deter- 
mined that his flight experience and 
his conduct after becoming the first 
American to orbit the earth suggest 
"that he meets the requirements of 
Muskingum's basic education pro- 
gram." 
The Cleveland Plain Dealer, which 
examined records in the school ar- 
chives, reported the Ohio senator, 
now a candidate for the Democratic 
presidential nomination, did not re- 
spond to more than a dozen attempts 
over the past three weeks for an 
interview about the degree and how 
he obtained it. 
Glenn entered Muskingum, in bis 
the s all, Presbyterian-affiliated lib- 
eral arts college in January 1943 to 
become a fighter pilot, a career that 
led to his Being one of America's 
original astronauts. 
HE NEVER returned to Mus- 
kingum as a student, but he was 
awarded an honorary degree in 1961 
and then got the regular degree, a 
bachelor of science in mathematics, a 
year later. A degree became a con- 
cern to Glenn when the National Aero- 
nautics and Space Administration 
began its selection of the Mercury 
program's original seven astronauts. 
A committee assigned to cut the 
field of 106 applicants to the final 
seven listed a college degree as a 
requirement in the first draft of its 
criteria, although this was later 
changed to include an equivalent of a 
degree. Warren North, a NASA flight 
operations official familiar with the 
selection, said NASA never put great 
i .
''As far as we were concerned, the 
primary teat was pilot proficiency," 
he said. "The degree requirement 
want given much Importance and I 
certainly cant recall it becoming any 
kind of an issue." 
But Glenn petitioned Muskingum 
for a degree in I960 and the school's 
Instruction Committee determined 
mat bis earlier work at the college, 
phis additional courses he had taken 
at the University of Maryland in 1961, 
left him a little short. He had 109 
credit hours but needed 120 for grad- 
uation. 
DR. CLEMENT Dasch, a biology 
professor and member of the commit- 
tee, said Glenn was asked if he would 
be willing to take a proficiency exami- 
nation, but be said Glenn declined. 
"The recommendation of the com- 
mittee was that John should do what 
any student would have to do," Dasch 
said. "That recommendation was for- 
h
didn't have the time." 
In June 1961 Glenn got an honorary 
doctorate of science from Mus- 
kingum. The following winter, his 
SUMS was reviewed and records 
show a three-member committee ex- 
amined bis request for a regular 
y, at this point, it was decided 
to examine the **itt*" again, I don't 
know" Dr. William FuS, a former 
Muskingum dean, said. "At the time, 
the college required a senior year in 
residence for s degree. It was a 
longstanding policy. On that basis, 
there was some opposition to John 
within the faculty/^ 
Muskingum nrfl^aiq hmim» con- 
cerned about a rumor that the Univer- 
sity of Maryland was willing to grant 
Glenn a degree if his hometown col- 
lege would not. But a subcommittee 
contacted Maryland officials and was 
told Glenn did not meet the universi- 
ty's requirements. 
sion on Feb. 20, 1962, and Glenn be- 
came a national hero, honored by 
parades in New York and his home- 
town, cited by Congress for his brav- 
ery, pictured on the cover of Time 
magazine. In May, the Muskingum 
Instruction Committee attached 
greater importance to Glenn's NASA 
and flight training experience as it 
reviewed his credentials. 
"Bat evidence of Col. Glenn's lib- 
eral arts training is not limited to his 
contributions to science," a special 
report of the subcommittee said. 
"The manner in which be conducted 
himself following his epic flight sug- 
gests that be meets the requirements 
of Muskingum's basic education pro- 
gram." 
The subcommittee also cited Presi- 
dent Kennedy's praise of Glenn's atti- 
tude toward prayer, his examplary 
appearance on poet-flight television 
programs and an award given by the 
e re- 
port also entioned that another uni- 
versity planned to use Glenn's speech 
before a joint session of Congress as 
"a model of contemporary eloqu- 
ence." 
BASED UPON the subcommittee's 
recommendation, the Instruction 
Committee unanimously waived the 
residency requirement, and Glenn got 
his bachelor's degree. 
However, a recommendation that 
he be graduated with honors was 
penciled out of the minutes of the 
committee's meeting. 
Dr. William McClelland, chairman 
of Muskingum's Religion and Philoso- 
phy Department and a member of the 
Instruction Committee and its special 
subcomittee, denies Glenn received 
favorable treatment. 
"In fact, we bent over backward the 
other way," he said. "Academic peo- 
ple are very sticky about those things. 
We didn't offer credit unless it was 
deserved." 
DRUNK DRIVINGS A DRAG || Eruption, earthquake hit 
rOLLEGE NIGHT 
T*U'E*S'D«A»Y 
ADULTS *199 
A Chopped Sleok or Filet of Fish Dinner with Baked Potato, 
Warm Roll with Butter and Our All-You-Con-Eat Salad Bor, or ... 
Enjoy a Ribeye Sleok Dinner Complete for just $2.49. 
CHILDREN .99 
Hamburger or Hoi Dop, with Choic« of Potato 
and Pudding or Gelatin. 
PONDED 
TOKYO (AP) - A vol- 
cano spewed lava, smoke 
and hot cinders over the 
Pacific island of Miyake- jima today, engulfing one 
village in lava and igniting 
fires that destroyed an- 
other. Hours later, a strong 
earthquake rocked the is- 
land. 
One person was reported 
missing in the eruption, 
but there were no other 
immediate reports of cas- 
ualties. The eruption re- 
portedly cut off electric 
service on the Japanese 
island and a three-inch 
ashf all forced the airport 
to close. 
The earthquake 
tered 6.1 on the 
scale of ground motion and 
was felt as far away as 
Tokyo, 112 miles north of 
Miyakejima. 
The quake struck the is- 
land at 10:33 p.m. local 
time (9:33 am. EDT), the 
Central Meteorological 
Agency said, and followed 
a series of 16 weak tremors 
at Miyakejima that began 
before the eruption of 
Mount Oyama earlier in 
the day. 
Japanese Maritime 
Safety Agency officials 
said 4,500 people, including 
tourists, were evacuated to 
safe areas of the island. 
The 2,686-foot volcano 
last erupted Aug. 24, 1962, 
'4-9 RM: 
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16039 North Dime Mtonway. 
injuring 31 people. An 
eruption on the island in 
1940 killed 11 people and 
injured 20 others, the 
Kyodo news service said. 
THE JAPAN Broadcast- 
ing Corp. televised films of 
the eruption showing red 
fountains of molten lava 
gushing from the top of the 
volcano as fires raged in 
nearby forests. Huge 
clouds of gray smoke bil- 
lowed into the air. 
Police said all 525 houses 
in the village of Ako on the 
western side of the island 
were destroyed by fires 
touched off by the lava. 
One person was reported 
missing there, police said. 
Lava buried the village 
of Usuki in the southwes- 
tern part of the island, 
Kyodo reported. Fires 
were also reported to the 
district of Tsubota in the 
southeast, Kyodo said. 
Falcon Frenz 
ROCKETS 
ARE 
REPULSIVE 
% »■'—-'*" - 1BQ39 North otaw WWWWM,,-> g. *.,,» 9AAJB JPJLf.fbEXA JLaWSJT 
WIOT HOSTS 
LADIES*   ROCK 
NIGHT 
with the fabulous 
I 
I 
MALE FANTASY 
SHOW 
where else but 
iOffDHS 
•v ittf&im fflace So SBe ?f 
Ladies Admission, $2.00 till 9:30, 
free after 9:30 
Men $1.00 after 9:30 
Buttons Lounge open till 9:30 
with no cover KT2S 
•GSU II 
The public has 
demanded that the 
Bull be put behind bars, 
t   t 
nakcil 
i|>   \ntf•lovont* H llll, bchlifr Malt I ip   \rui .ttivoiH'v lln   -mouth
rlishiKlive la 11 wh\ 
on tap \\i- n I VMII I it- 
Don't Say Beer, Say Bull On Tap! 
Available at your favorite local carryout or tavern, 
352-Bter Bowling Green Beverage 333-Beer 
—state/world :  
Supreme Court rejects appeal 
of victim shot during robbery 
bg news/october 4, 1983 5 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Su- 
preme Court yesterday turned down 
an appeal by a shooting victim who 
said a store that bad Men robbed 
seven times in (our yean was neg- 
ligent for failing to improve security 
sufficiently. 
The court, without comment, left 
intact a ruling that threw out the suit 
against the Columbus store filed by 
snooting victim Gerald Taylor and his 
wife, Delorea. 
On June 29,1979, Taylor was shot in 
the back as he entered a carry-out 
store to purchase chewing gum. 
Taylor, who was crippled by the 
blast, and his wife sued the Lawson 
Milk Co., the store owner, claiming 
the company should have done more 
to protect its customers. 
The Taylors said because there had 
been seven previous armed robberies 
at the location, the store owner should 
have taken steps to improve security. 
The couple suggested that electro- 
nic devices to warn customers a rob- 
bery was in progress might have 
spared Taylor injury. They suggested 
a number of other steps could have 
helped - such as instructions to the 
staff to shout a warning to "stay out" 
to customers approaching the store. 
THE TAYLORS also noted that 
Lawson's, which has stores in Penn- 
sylvania. Indiana and Michigan as 
well subsequently installed height 
markers on its doors to help clerks 
determine how tall a robber is. 
According to a magazine article on 
the markers, Lawson's officials said 
the strips helped reduce armed rob- 
beries by 49 percent in a year at all 
company outlets. 
An Ohio appeals court said the store 
management did not have a duty to 
warn an incoming customer of danger 
because it "did not have reason to 
believe that a robber whose demands 
were being complied with would sud- 
denly decide to shoot a customer." 
In fact, the court said, an alarm 
system or a shouted warning that a 
robbery was in progress might have 
Jeopardized the lives of others al- 
ready inside the store. It dismissed 
the case before a trial was held. 
The store management also noted 
that no customer was wounded in any 
of the previous robberies. 
And the company said it had "an 
express, written policy that all Law- 
son employees were to cooperate fully 
with the robber and do nothing to 
provoke him." 
Plane seats avoided 
by Associated Press 
Some travelers and ticket agents 
are canceling reservations or shy- 
ing away from booking flights on 
Eastern Airlines or Continental 
Airlines after nearly a week of 
alarming financial news from the 
two earners. 
But other agents say empty seats 
are exactly what Eastern doesn't 
need right now. 
"It Just helps in the fall of an 
airline if we boycott an airline at 
the onset of their trouble," Kim 
Belloh, travel consultant for Great- 
ways Travel Corp. in Groase Pointe 
Farms, Mich., said. 
Some travel agencies questioned 
in a nationwide spot check by The 
Associated Press have had a 
chaotic few days since Saturday, 
when Continental Airlines an- 
nounced it was reorganizing and 
seeking protection from creditors 
in federal bankruptcy court. Then 
on Monday, Eastern Chairman 
Frank Borman told his employees 
the airline needed IS percent wage 
cuts to avoid Continental's fate. 
Continental temporarily sus- 
pended flights, but resumed opera- 
tions Tuesday morning, offering 
special $49 one-way fares that 
could only be bought at airports. 
The airline also cut pilots' pay in 
half, and yesterday, the pilots 
voted to strike Continental Satur- 
day morning. 
"WE'VE HAD lots of people 
coming in," Carol Margas, an 
agent For Arcade Travel Agency in 
Los Angeles, said after the strike 
vote against Continental 
"Some of them want to change to 
other airlines. Some want re- 
funds." She said "tens of thousands 
of dollars" were involved. 
Since last Saturday, Celebrity 
Travel in New York City has had 25 
to 30 calls from "panicky" clients, 
manager Peter Pomeranze said. 
At Welcome Aboard Travel Cen- 
ter in Ridgewood, N.J., "We have 
the radio on as loud as it can be on 
comfortably" to bear the latest, 
manager Marianne Deegan said. 
"It's not a happy situation." 
Hans Campestrini, president of 
Driscoll Travel in Denver, said he 
had had up to $9,000 in Continental 
cancellations. 
Despite Continental's problems, 
the cheap fares drew interest. 
Continental ticket counters in 
Seattle have been "Jammed" with 
inquiries about the $49 fare, which 
was to expire Friday, Bob Grimes, 
the airline's Seattle manager, said. 
"We had an awful lot of people 
bring other tickets (from other 
airlines I and get a refund and then 
go out to Continental to get one of 
those $49 tickets," Nicki Merrick 
manager of Ask Mr. Foster travel 
agency in Englewood, Colo., said. 
Ohio birth rate offsets migration 
CINCINNATI (AP) - 
Population migration, 
much of it to Sunbelt 
states, cost Ohio 544,000 
people between 1970 and 
1980, the University of Cin- 
cinnati said yesterday in a 
But the Ohio population 
still increased in that de- 
cade because total births 
more than offset the pop- 
ulation lost to migration, 
the report said. The state's 
net population increase for 
the decade, including 
births, was 140,000 - down 
from the net increase of 
948,000 from 1960 to 1970. 
The University of Cincin- 
nati's Institute for Policy 
Research said Ohio's net 
migration loss from 1970 to 
1980 was 544,000 - the dif- 
ference between the num- 
ber who moved into the 
state and those who moved 
out of it 
The institute, basing its 
assessment on figures sup- 
plied by the VS. Census 
Bureau, issued its findings 
in the Ohio Report, a peri- 
odic supplement to the uni- 
versity's bimonthly r 
Poll survey. 
Ohio 
THE REPORT said 
Ohio's migration losses, 
like those of other North- 
ern industrial states, rep- 
resented gains for 
southern and western 
states. 
Younger people moved 
more frequently than older 
residents, and the state's 
population showed a ten- 
dency to shift from urban 
to rural areas, the report 
showed. 
Among people aged 55 
and older, only 20 percent 
changed residences be- 
tween 1975 and 1960. But 
among people ages 25 to 29, 
almost eight in 10 moved 
during the five years. 
Ohio's greatest loss of 
residents to any one state 
was to Florida, a total of 
94,778 between 1975 and 
1980. During that five-year 
period, 931,195 people 
moved out of Ohio and 570,- 
115 moved into the state for 
Dance Ensemble 
from 
NEW YORK CITY 
Swim, October 9 Kobacker Hall 
Sponsored By the Board of 
Block Cultural Activities 
AFRI 
FREE ADMISSION 
STUDENT ATHLETIC 
BOARD 
Now accepting applications for the 1983- 
84 academic year 
• Serve as Student Representative with the 
Athletic Director 
• Communicate student views to Athletic 
Administrators 
• Promote BGSU Athletics 
Application forms are available at 405 Student Service Bid. 
Forms to be completed and returned to 
j\   405 Student Service Bid. 
Application accepted until October 7 
CONTACT 
LENSES SALE 
ON EXTENDED WEAR CONTACT LENSES 
Bring in your soft lenses 
and trade up to extended 
wear lenses and receive 
OFF 
a net loss of 361,080. 
California, Texas, Ari- 
zona and Kentucky were 
the other states which re- 
ceived the largest numbers 
of Ohioans during that pe- 
riod. Only New York and 
couponl ■■ ■■■ 
Illinois suffered greater 
population losses by inter- 
state migration in that 
time span, the report said. 
An estimated 700,000 
Ohioans change their resi- 
dences  within   the   statp 
I ■clip and saveHi I 
each year. 
Between 1970 and 1980, 
Ohio's metropolitan pop- 
ulation declined by 0.4 per- 
cent from 8.704 million to 
8.866 million. 
Six-pack of Coke j 
*FREE* 
i 
I 
I 
1 
2. 3 O i 
Coupon good from 10/4 to 10/15 
■ clipandsavel 
With a large 2 or more item pizza. Pick-up or 
delivery. No other coupons accepted with this 
special   pAGLIArS PIZZA 
EAST 
440 E. Court 
352-1596 
SOUTH 
945 S. Main 
352-7571 
I I 
n 
o 
c 1 
I I I icoupon 
UfHBCKS HCCEIVC 
15 
TOP 500 
ALBUMS OR 
CASSETTE TAPES 
ANY LABEL! ANYARTISV 
oven 25ooo 
TO CHOOSE FROM! 
"BY joining America s 'attest growing family Ot mutiC collectors 
you will oe able to take advantage oi the oesi value m the mus>c 
mrjuftl'y today" Members receive i 5 certificates s-mply redeem 
one , eruUcale when buying an album o> tape from ui al national 
list price and'eceive you* secondchr>ceFflCC EacnceMidcaie 
■s redeemable <o« an album or cassette tape up 'o $9 98 m value 
plus postage and handling 
14 oar 
MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE      *    v •—.0— O-.MOI 
S#n<1 J'000 M»mo#f|h,0 to 
PHASE III CONSTRUCTION 
"New" Home Buyers 
FINANCING 
For More Details or See Our Model 
Call — RICK METZ 
BUILDER 
Call Today —352-7872 
Cell SUM Eerftss st - Niwlov* leaHy, 352-5141 
•■ Let your good looks go to your head!     "» 
W*:  Lasts-so- 
■~Js long perms 
only $23       hairsty ling 
reg $35 $6.30 
Ear piercing only $5.00 • 
Perfect Touch 
linn - M«n    Ask for Jack! or Delia    <r--' .HI j %» 
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copy one 
a 
thousand times 
$24.50 
Kinko's Copies 
1000+... Think of Us! 
325 E. Wooster (Across from Taco Bell) 
354-3977 Open 7 Day* 
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%2 OFF 
Any large pizza 
with TWO or wore items 
oeiM 4 p.m. 
352-5166 
* Free Delivery 
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA 
EXPIRES 10/31/83 
Voted Bast Pizza In B.C 
•COUPON*"""™1""" 
91 OFF 
Any medium pizzo 
with TWO or more items 
PEKP^^ 
OPIN 4 MR. 
352-5166 
Free) Delivery 
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA 
EXPIRES 10/31/83 
Voted Beit Pizza In B.C. 
•COUPON*""" 
50$ OFF 
Any small pizza or large SUB 
DuBO/iollo's 
r^ZZCr        o» 
OPtN4p.m. 
352-5166 
* Free> Delivery 
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA 
EXPIRES 10/31/83 
Voted Best Pizza In B.C. 
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CJU1 id • If Issue 1 passes, 
19 and 20 year old Ohioans 
will be able to: 
YES.NO 
Vote 
Serve in Military 
Get Married 
Have Kids 
Buy a House or a Car 
[ZTD Get a Job 
Seem unfair? It IS unfair. 
Even though the Constitution guarantees 19 and 
20 year old Ohioans every right of adulthood. Issue 1 
would deny them the right to drink beer. 
Supporters of Issue 1 claim it will reduce drunk 
driving. The truth is, drunk driving is a problem for 
every age group, not just 19 and 20 year olds. And. Ohio 
already has a tough drunk driving law that has reduced 
alcohol-related accidents as much as 34%. 
So, to stop Issue 1 from treating young adults like 
they are still in diapers, Vote NO on Issue 1. 
To make sure you're registered to vote, simply call 
your County Board of Elections at 352-65317or call your 
local Democratic or Republican party headquarters. 
(Ask your Board of Elections how you can register your 
friends to vote NO on Issue 1, too.) You must be reg- 
istered by October 10 or you cannot vote. 
. 
To Protect Your Right to Drink, 
Protect Your Right to Vote. Register NOW. 
Paid for by the Let 19 Work Committee, 150 East Broad Street, Suite 306, Columbus, OH 43215 • 614/224-3500 
Karen L. Howdysheli, TVeasurer. 
REGISTER VOTE AT THESE BOWLING GREEN LOCATIONS: 
• Mark's Pizza Pub • Brathaus • Wood County Board of Elections 
• Norton's • Howard's 8:30-4:30 daily 
• 305 Student Services • Main Street • Administration Bldg. 
8-12 and 1-4 daily 
OCTOBER 11 LAST DAY TO REGISTER TO VOTE! 
• SamB's 
• Uptown/Downtown 
• BA Building 
Ground floor (10-4 pm) 
sports/wrap bg news/october 4,19*3 7 
FOOTBALL- 
Bowling Green 26 
Eastern Michigan 21 
SOCCER 
Bowling Green 6 
Dayton 0 
RUGBY 
Bowling Green's club rugby 
team swept three matches from 
Kent State by scores of 18-0,17-0, 
22-0. 
VOLLEYBALL 
Bowling Green's volleyball team 
was perfect last weekend with 
wins over Clarion State and 
Grand Valley. 
MENS/WOMENS CC 
Bowling Green's men's cross 
country team beat Ball State 
and Saglnaw Valley while the 
women's team won the Ball 
Slate Invitational. 
fWOMENS TENN6 
Bowling Green's women's tennis 
team defeated DePaul and 
St.Mary's 9-0 last weekend but 
tost to Toledo 54 . 
BG slips by Eastern;still unbeaten In MAC 
by Tom Hlsek 
sports editor 
YPSILANTI, Mich. - Parity seems 
to be the latest fad to hit the college 
football scene this season. 
Iowa,PennState,UCLA. . .thelist 
goes on and on as the traditional 
powers are biting the dust. And, the 
Bowling Green Falcons almost be- 
came a member of that list in Satur- 
day's game against Eastern Michigan 
- a team with only eight victories in 
its last 57 games. 
A clipping penalty nullified an 
EMU touchdown with 1:43 left in the 
game, leaving the Falcons with a 26- 
21 victory and an unblemished Mid- 
American Conference record at 2-0,3- 
1 overall. 
ONLY 4:M remained in the contest 
when EMU took possession on its own 
19-yard line, with BG clinging to a five 
Suit lead. Huron quarterback Steve 
ulter then went to work on the 
Falcon secondary, with EMU flanker 
Ricky Simpson making a key 33-yard 
reception at BG's 33-yard line. Six 
plays later. EMU faced fourth and 
goal from the BG three-yard line. 
Coulter rolled right on the next 
play, finding Simpson in the end zone. 
As ecstatic Huron fans rose to their 
feet in celebration, the home team 
wasn't sharing the same feeling on 
the field - almost everybody had seen 
EMU's Derrin Powell make an illegal 
crack-back block below the waist on 
BG's Steve Truchly. 
"I saw the crack (illegal block)," 
BG bead coach Denny Stolz said. "It 
was a devastating block, there wasn't 
even a bone of contention about the 
call. It could have ruined our player's 
career, our whole team called the 
P% SMU retained posession of the ball, 
but faced fourth and goal from the 21- 
yard line following the penalty. 
Coulter sent Simpson into the end 
zone and lofted a wishful toss, but four 
BG defenders washed away any vic- 
tory hopes. BG regained possession, 
with time expiring on a Jim Phelps 
punt. 
WE'RE EXCITED with the way we 
played today," EMU first-year head 
coach Jim Harkema said. "We could 
give excuses about why we lost, but 
we clipped on that play and you're not 
allowed to do that. 
"Our team did what we asked them 
today," Harkema continued. "We fi- 
nally got over the hump of realizing 
what we can do. Nobody appreciates 
what these players can do, they 
learned a lot. 
But everyone in EMU's Rynearson 
Stadium, especially the Huron sec- 
ondary, appreciated the efforts of BG 
quarterback Brian McClure. The 
sophomore signal-caller set four MAC 
records, completing 37-of-51passes for 
427 yards. It was a record-setting 
performance for attempts, comple- 
tions, passing yardage and total yard- 
age. 
"I'd like to be the pro coach that 
will have a chance to draft him some- 
day," Harkema said. "I don't think 
they got their money's worth at any 
stadium in the state today compared 
with this game." 
BG scored on its first three posses- 
sions, with McClure consistently split- 
ting the Huron secondary with passes 
to Mark Dowdell, Greg Meehan and 
Stan Hunter - who combined for 26 
catches for 330 yards. 
DOWDELL SCORED BG's first 
touchdown on a five-yard reception in 
the first quarter. Gehad Youssef's 25- 
yard field goal gave the Falcons a 10-7 
advantage in the first quarter, follow- 
ing a 57-yard touchdown run by 
EMU's Marvell Ross. 
BG's Mark Emans recovered a 
Huron fumble to set up the Falcons' 
third score. Taking over on their own 
33-yard line, the Falcons drove 67 
BG men and lady 
harriers victorious 
by Karl Smith 
sports reporter 
The men's cross coountry team 
ended its home season with a convinc- 
ing victory over Ball State and Sagi- 
naw Valley, while the lady harriers 
ran away with the Ball State Invitatio- 
nal in Muncie, Ind. last Saturday. 
The men's race began as a very 
close contest, but halfway through the 
race, a group of BG runners had 
noticeably taken command. This was 
the strategy that BG head coach Mel 
Brodt had been preaching to his squad 
all year, and it was effective in a very 
big way, as BG captured five of the 
top six spots. 
DAN GRUNEISEN was BG's top 
runner and the meets' overall winner, 
edging Saginaw Valley's Ed LaBair 
by only two and one-half seconds. 
LaBair had the lead for much of the 
race, but near the final turn, Grunei- 
sen took charge and beat him to the 
finish line. 
"I thought he had me," Gruneisen 
said, "butne started to slow down and 
I just passed him and kept looking 
over my shoulder trying to stay that 
much ahead of him. 
Senior Dave Beattie was the Fal- 
con's number two runner for the sec- 
ond week in a row, while only one 
second behind were captain Tim 
Brennan and Tom Franek who tied 
for fourth. Scott Creel finished a mere 
four seconds later, finishing in the 
sixth position. 
"I thought that we ran well," Brodt 
said. "We ran in groups which is what 
we've been trying to do all year." 
Brodt was also happy to see Sagi- 
naw Valley come to Bowling Green as 
they have a good reputation in their 
division. Saglnaw had called Brodt 
about a month ago, but he wasn't sure 
if they would come or not. 
"I had no idea what they (Saginaw 
Valley) were capable of," Brodt said, 
"but I wasn't concerned. We'll never 
stop anybody from running, because 
as tar as I'm concerned, it's the more 
the merrier out there." 
OVER 50 POINTS separated the 
Lady Falcons from their closest com- 
petition at the Ball State Invitational. 
BG captured the first four places as 
Sara Collas, captain Jennie Groves, 
Terri Gindlesberger, and Laura Mur- 
phy all tied for first place. 
Also placing high for the Falcons 
were Laura Ryder and Peggy McVan, 
who, along with Groves, had their 
best career times. BG coach Sid Sink 
was obviously pleased with his 
squad's performance, although he did 
not expect a tough time from any of 
the competition which included Cen- 
tral Michigan, Miami, and host Ball 
State. 
"We ran well as a team," Sink said, 
"I think that the girls are starting to 
realize that it's easier to run with 
someone." 
The meet also marked the return of 
JoAnn Lanciaux to the squad. Lan- 
ciaux did not run well, as she is still 
bothered by the foot injury that forced 
her to miss the first three meets of the 
season. 
Sink said he will meet with Lan- 
ciaux to determine if she will run for 
the remainder of the season. It has 
aleady been decided that Rosalie Co- 
cita will sit out the rest of the year. 
The BG women face a tough Ohio 
University squad on the road Satur- 
day in Athens, while the men travel to 
South Bend, Ind. for the Notre Dame 
Invitational. 
Buckeyes face Purdue 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Ohio 
State's passing defense, which Coach 
Earle Bruce admits is a team weak- 
ness, draws another big test Saturday 
from Purdue quarterback Scott 
Campbell. 
The 3-1 Buckeyes have given up 842 
yards and six touchdowns to passing 
In this college football season. Camp- 
bell has completed 57 percent of his 79 
passes and has thrown for 530 yards 
and three touchdowns in four games. 
"I'm concerned about that, Bruce 
said yesterday of Ohio State's de- 
fensive pass rush. "It's one of the 
weaknesses we have, but few passes 
have been thrown deep. They throw 
the'unders'and they are very hard to 
rush. They don't throw the deep 
ones." 
However, in the last two weeks, 
Dave Moritz of Iowa and Jay Carroll 
of Minnesota have caught touchdown 
passes of 73 and 20 yards against the 
Buckeyes' secondary. 
Even in a 69-18 defeat last Saturday, 
Minnesota quarterback Greg Murphy 
penetrated the Buckeyes' secondary 
for 23 completions in 40 attempts for 
210 yards and one touchdown. But 
Murphy was sacked three times for 29 
yards in losses and threw two inter- 
ceptions. 
"We're not apt to blitz people - 
we're not as good at blitzing people as 
other teams. We're not a blitz team. 
We're a coverage team," Bruce said, 
defending Ohio State's concept of pass 
defense. T'We try to keep people from 
going deep on us. As you shrink the 
eld, the passing game goes out the 
window." 
the game out of reach when McClure 
completed a 98-yard drive with a one- 
yara keeper for a touchdown. The 13- 
Ky drive ate up over six minutes on 
clock, and with 9:24 left in the 
game, BG was on top 26-14. 
But, on EMU's next possession, and 
the Hurons facing fourth down and 18 
yards for a first down, Harkema 
called his only surprise of the day. 
Punter Bob Hirschmann faked a punt, 
completing a 24-yard pass to Jerry 
Gaydash. 
ON THE next play, Coulter found 
Simpson in the end zone for an 18-yard 
touchdown strike, cutting BG's lead to 
26-21 with 6:48 reniaining in the game. 
But Simpson had no chance on 
EMU's last scoring opportunity, fol- 
lowing the devastating clipping pen- 
alty -ne was covered like a blanket. 
"Sitting on a lead, you let them do 
certain things that you don't want 
them to do, a grateful Stolz said 
after the victory which dropped the 
Hurons to 1-3 (0-2 in the MAC). 
Fortunately for BG, the Hurons 
didn't do enough of those certain 
things. 
FALCON NOTES: BG, along with 
Toledo, Central Michigan and North- 
ern Illinois are the four teams yet to 
lose in conference play. 
Dg news stotf/Potrck Sondor 
Bowling Green's Rick Neiman (12) brings down Eastern Michigan's Jerry Gaydash (36) after faking a punt late in the 
fourth quarter. Observing are BG's Steve Truchly (47) and EMU's Dave Teague (78). 
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yards on nine plays, with McClure 
finding a wide-open Meehan in the end 
zone for a 19-yard touchdown recep- 
tion. 
The Hurons scored with just :57 left 
in the half, as Ricky Calhoun went 
over the top for a one-yard touchdown 
plunge, to cut the Falcon lead to 17-14. 
The closeness of the game was 
anything but a surprise to Stolz, who 
said the Hurons played their best 
game of the season. 
"We've been under a lot of pres- 
sure," Stolz said. "We just weren't 
sharp, but they didn't surprise us. 
We've had four tough games, it's been 
a damn long month." 
Youssef opened the second half 
scoring with a 23-yard field goal fol- 
lowing another EMU turnover. Two 
possessions later, BG seemed to put 
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Falcon soccer team humiliates Dayton, 6-0 
by Steve Qulnn 
Sports reporter 
The magic number was two in 
Bowling Green's match last Sunday 
against the University of Dayton. 
Even though the final score was 6-0 in 
favor of the Falcons, the common 
demoninator in the scoring was two. 
A large crowd on Parents' day saw 
BG's Drew Dawson and Mladen Me- 
dancic each tally goal number two for 
the season. They witnessed Mark 
Jackson assist on two first half goals 
and freshman Gary Mexicotte score 
two goals within 51 seconds of each 
other. 
But, it was senior ail-American Neil 
Ridgway who put on an individual 
show by scoring two goals and tally- 
ing two assists in setting a BG record 
for career assists. 
RIDGWAY RACKED up his 22nd 
career assist, breaking the record of 
21 held by former BG player Dieter 
Wimmer. Wimmer's record stood for 
three years before Ridgway notched 
the record breaking assist against the 
Flyers. 
"I am really pleased with that (the 
record)," Ridgway said. "I am just 
happy with yesterday's (Sunday) per- 
formance. Monday and Wednesday 
(in victories against Central and 
Eastern Michigan) we played below 
our usual standard. 
"In the first 20 minutes we looked 
the same as we did on Monday and 
Wednesday, but then we really 
started to play together. Our passing 
and movement was great after that. 
Actually, it was only a 15-minute 
wait for Ridgway to put the Falcons 
on top with his first goal of the day. 
Ridgway did so with the help of Jack- 
son, who was advancing the ball di- 
rectly down the middle of the field. 
Four of BG's goals came in the 
same fashion as the opening goal. The 
Falcons had little trouble advancing 
the ball through the Flyers midfield, 
which is considered the toughest way 
to advance a ball. 
BG's second goal came as a result 
of a free kick. Ridgway, recording his 
recording-tying assist, shuffled the 
ball off to teammate Dawson and 
watched him nail an 18-yard shot past 
UD starting goalie Keith Burt. 
"I am really surprised they (UD) 
started Burt instead of John Ken- 
nedy," Palmisano said. "Kennedy is 
a senior from North Carolina and he is 
real good. Burt is a freshman and is 
not as experienced as Kennedy." 
KENNEDY DID eventually enter 
the match, but only after Burt surren- 
dered all six Falcon goals. Burt could 
have probably used a little relief after 
giving up back-to-back goals to Mexi- 
cotte at the end of the first half. 
Mexicotte's first goal came with 
2:42 left in the first half with the assist 
going to Jackson. His second goal, 
coming 51 seconds later, was a dupli- 
cate of his first tally, except he had 
the help of Ridgway who notched his 
fourth point ofthe half. 
"Gary has a tremendous amount of 
potential," Palmisano said. "He will 
be the first to tell you he had a lack of 
coaching in high school, but he is an 
intelligent player and learns very 
quickly." 
The second half featured more of 
the dominating play displayed by BG 
in the first half. With just 9:05 expired 
in the second half, the Falcons' Mla- 
den Medancic headed a Drew Dawson 
free kick just out of the reach of Burt. 
At the 25:36 mark in the second 
half, Ridgway rounded off the Falcon 
scoring in perfect style as he ad- 
vanced the ball over half the field 
distance and avoided four Flyer de- 
fenders before scoring an unassisted 
goal. It was a goal that brought every- 
one to their feet and created praise 
from both coaches. 
"That goal by Ridgway was beauti- 
ful," UD coach Jerry Butcher said. "I 
felt like applauding it myself. He is 
definitely an all-American. It is the 
best I have seen him play in three 
years." 
"Neil's goal was a tremendous indi- 
vidual effort," Palmisano said. "You 
almost know when he is going to score 
because he reads the game so well. 
You can give some credit to Mr. 
Ridgway. There is no way Neil's dad 
is going to come all the way down 
from Canada and watch him have a 
bad game." 
THE FALCONS are now 3-0 at 
home, with all of their victories com- 
ing by means of shutouts, as they 
have outscored their opponents at 
home 14-0. BG's Kim Bucher has a 
total of five shutouts and needs four 
more to tie Joe Koury's record of nine 
set last year. 
"We are really becoming explosive, 
something a BG team has not been in 
a long time," Palmisano said. "Our 
runs were excellent today. We really 
moved the ball up the middle real 
well. Our midfield is looking good. 
People like Neil, Kurt Davis, Drew 
Dawson. and Tom House are doing a 
!;ood job. We received a good de- 
ensive performance as a team." 
Dg news stofPatro Sandor 
Bowling Green's Drew Dawson battles Dayton's John MacArthur for control of the ball in last Sunday's 6-0 win over 
Dayton, 
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IMPORTANT NOTICE CONCERNING 
ALL REGISTERED STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
The following organizations, having returned the 1983-84 
Organization Information Sheet to the office of Student 
Organizations, are registered with the University and our 
office for the 1983/84 academic year. 
Accoaatiat Claa 
Activr Christians Toaay 
AarerUalnt Clab 
Africa Peoate Association 
Ala*. Eta Society 
Alaa.Lawbd.Dclt. 
AaabaPWOaMta 
Aawrkaa Cbcaalcal Society StaaVat Affiliates 
Aaericaa Marketing Association 
AaMricaa Productioa a Inventory Coatrol Society 
AaMricaa Society of laterior Dealfam 
Aaae) Flight 
Araola! Air Society 
* Associated Gcacral Contractors 
Aatodatioa for Systcau MaaageaMat 
■eta Alpha Psi 
HMeStadks 
Mack Stadcat Uaioa 
Board of Black Caltaral Activities 
Caaaw Bridfe Crab 
Casnaas Creaade for Christ 
Caaaaas Desaocrats 
Caaaaas Scoats 
Caaatlt Martial Arts Associatloa 
CardcK 
CoHete RepaMicaaa 
Coawatcr Off Caaipas Orisnliation 
Crlatlaal Jnsticr Oraaniiatlon 
Delta Pi Epsiloa 
DeJU Strata Pi 
DeagaCtab 
EleBMatary Edacation Stadeat Advisory Board 
Envlroaraealal lateresl Group 
Eta Stgama Gamaaa 
Faalasy A WaraamiBc Society 
Fasbioa Merckaadisiar, Assodatioa 
Feaowshlp of Christiaa Studeata 
Flaaaceaub 
Footloose Falcons Square Daace Club 
Fraternity Management Auociatioa 
Future Food Professionals 
Gamaia lota Sigma 
Geology Club 
'German Club 
GoldeaKey 
Gospel Choir 
Graduate Stadeat Seaale 
Haaua Development Club 
laterfratrrnity Council 
latent.cion.l Business Associatloa 
International Relations Associatloa 
Jehovah's Witnesses 
Jewish Stadeat Group 
kappa Delta Pi 
Kappa Kappa Pal 
Kappa Ma hpsilon 
lac Key 
Lacrosse Club - Men 
1-e Cerde Fraacais 
Ubrary A Educational Media Club 
laMaaa 
Medical Technology Clab 
Mlaority Buslaess Stadeats Association 
Mortar Board 
National Stadeat Speech, language 
* Heartag Association 
The Navigators 
Omega Pbi Alpha 
Order of Omega 
Paaheileaic Csuncn 
PershiH Rifles 
Phi Beta Kappa 
Phi Beta Lambda 
Pal Eta Sigma 
Phi Mu Alpha 
Phi UpsUoa Oaicroa 
PlOaaega Pi 
Pic-Law Society 
RacanetbaH Club 
Recreatloa Club 
RetUeal Stadeat AssociaUon 
Rifle Qub 
Ragby dab - Women 
Russia. Club 
SaiaatClnb 
Sigma Gamma Epsiloa 
•Ski Clab 
Ski Tew 
Soccer Crab - Mea 
"Soccer Team - Women 
Social Work Club 
Society for Technical Communication 
•Spaalsh Clab 
Sports Studies A Management Club 
Stadeat Art Therapy Associatloa 
Stadeat Consumer Uaioa 
Stadeat Couucll for Exceptional ChUdrea 
Stadeat Court 
Stadeat Home Economics Assodatioa 
Stadeat National EdacatJoa Association 
Stadeat Nurse Organization 
Students for Life 
Students Internatioaal Meditation Society 
Uadergraduate Stadeat Government 
■Jailed Christiaa Fellowship 
Ualverslty AcUvities Organization 
Ualversity 4-H Qub 
University Intramurals 
Ualverslty Performing Dancers 
Visual Commuaicatlons Techaology 
Organization 
Volleyball dab 
Volaateers la Progress 
Water Polo Club 
WFAL 
Wonaea for Women 
Women In Business 
Woaseu la Commanicatloas. lac. 
The remaining organizations HAVE NOT returned the 1983-84 
Organization Information Sheet (or have submitted incomplete infor- 
mation) and must return the form by this Friday, October 7, 1983, to 
the office of Student Organization, 405 Student Services Building, if 
you wish to maintain your registered status with the University for the 
academic year. (Information Sheets have been mailed to your advisor. 
New copies may be picked up in 405 Student Services.) 
MBA Assodatioa 
Mlaority Stadeats In Health Care Profe 
New Life Ministries 
Nla Kaumba Daace Ensemble 
Peace Coalitfoa 
PhMinthy Crab 
PI Kappa Delta 
n Sigma Alpha 
Public RdatioBS Stadeat Society at America 
Radio News Organization 
■ask Rats 
Royai Green 
Ragby FootbaB Crab 
Sigma Delta CM 
SkstktgCrab 
Sodal Justice Committee 
Society of Manufacturing Fagwim 
Sodology Gradaale Stadeat Orgaalzatioa 
Stadeat EaviroaBscnUl Health Orgauizatlon 
Stadeat Person ad AaaodaoM 
Stadeat Physical Therapy Organization 
Students for AaJaaahi 
Sana Oak 
Taa feta Stfata 
Third World Gradaale Association 
Tabtata Ualversal Brotherhood AssoclaUoa 
lladergradaate Alumai Association 
Uaarr 
Ualversity Bible Fellowship 
Water Ski Team 
World Stadeat Association 
Yoatfe for Easter Seats 
If the name of your group/club/organization does NOT appear on 
either of the above lists, your organization is not registered with the 
University. If your group wishes to register as a University organization 
in order ot be affiliated with BOSU and/or use University space for 
your meetings, you mutt register your club with our office. Stop by or 
call 2-2843 for details on how to register your group. 
*  Indicates those groups which need to submit a 
constitution to our office in order to complete their file. 
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS A NEW STUDENT 
PROGRAMS 
405 STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING 
Alpha Aagds 
Alpha Epsiloa Delta 
Alpha Lambda Omega 
Alpha Phi Sigma 
American Karate System Club 
Aatodatioa for Childhood Education 
Aatodatioa for Computing Machinery 
Aatodatioa of People la CommunicatioBS 
Baaa'l College Clab 
Bap tart Stadeat Union 
Beta Beta Beta 
Beta PI Ma 
Chads Community 
Chad Life Clab 
Christian Science University Orgaalzatioa 
DeMoiayCtab 
Devetioa With Brotherhood 
Dean Pti Kappa 
EaaUoaPiTaa 
Falcoaettct 
FeadagCrab 
Future Eatreprcaear's Aatodatioa 
Gay/Lesbian Absence 
Gay Uaaaa 
Golden Torch 
Health Care Crab 
Hooors Student Association 
lantastrial Eduction Aatodatioa 
lasts ami at Society of America 
later-VaraMy Christiaa Fellowship 
Latta Stadeat Uaioa 
Crab 
sports 
BG spikers win first home matches 
by JeanDlmeo 
sports reporter 
Even though there were 
dismal overcast skies on 
Saturday. Bowling Green's 
volleyball team snined on 
the court in Anderson 
Arena in the morning and 
afternoon. 
BG won both its matches 
against Clarion State and 
Grand Valley State, break- 
ing an eight-game losing 
streak. 
Toe lady spikers won the 
match against Clarion in 
four games, 16-14,15-10,13- 
15, and 15-4. 
The first three games 
were close, but neither 
team was able command 
an impressive lead in the 
games. 
BUT BG outplayed Clar- 
ion in the fourth game, 
leading 10-1 before Clarion 
scored another point. 
BG head coach Denise 
Van De Walle was happy 
with the win, but was dis- 
appointed with the Fal- 
cons' performance 
throughout the match. 
"We played below our 
potentional," Van De 
Walle said. "We weren't 
aggressive throughtout the 
match and played sloppily 
at times." 
Van De Walle said the 
spikers did not know what 
to expect from the Clarion 
auad, coached by former 
> spiker and assistant 
coach Sharon Daniels-Ole- 
ksak. 
"Clarion was a very 
good defensive team," she 
said. "They challenged our 
defense with off-speed 
shots." 
Van De Walle said the 
Lady spikers played a ten- 
Uve third game and 
seemed to lose momen- 
tum. But, the Falcons 
showed Clarion they were 
a tough competitive team 
and tallied an easy win in 
the fourth game. 
Against Clarion, senior 
Renee Manwaring had an 
excellent match, tallying 
11 kills and two errors in 29 
attempts. Manwaring had 
six kills in six attempts in 
the fourth game, for a per- 
fect spiking percentage. 
ALSO STORTING im- 
pressive statistics were 
freshman Kathy Altstadt 
with four kills and one er- 
ror in six attempts, and 
sorshomore Deb Hopkins 
with 10 kills and three er- 
rors In 26 attempts. Hop- 
kins also had four service 
aces and 12 digs through- 
out the match. 
Freshman Lisa Berardi- 
nelli had three solo blocks 
and three block assists. 
The spikers saw fast and 
exciting play against 
Grand Valley In trie af- 
ternoon. BG took GVS to 
the wire, winning the 
match in five games, 15-17, 
12-15,15-7,17-15 and 15-12. 
Falcon fans cheered 
wildly as the spikers edged 
GVS in the fourth game to 
win the match. 
Viewing both teams 
from the stands, GVS ap- 
peared to have an impor- 
tant advantage. The 
majority of the squad was 
over five-foot-seven- 
inches, and three players 
were 6-0. 
The BG squad averages 
5-foot-7, and its tallest 
player is Berardinelli who 
"They have a winning 
tradition at Grand Val- 
ley," Van De Walle said. 
"Their coach has been 
there for years, and they 
have won their division 
several times." 
THE FALCON spikers 
played their first match of 
the season against GVS at 
the Michigan Invitational 
in Ann Arbor, but were 
defeated by the impressive 
squad. 
But the Lady spikers 
surprised GVS on Satur- 
day, playing aggressively 
throughout the match. 
"They probably thought 
they were going to get an 
easy win," Van De Walle 
said. "I saw we had im- 
Ced 100 times more 
they did, since the 
beginning of the season. 
They looked the same as 
they did when we first 
played them." 
For the first time in a 
match this season, four 
spikers made impressive 
showingsin breaking the 
.300 spiking percentage 
mark: Hopkins, 28 kills 
and 7 errors in 61 at- 
tempts; Manwaring, 22 
kills and 4 errors In 53 
attempts; freshman Sue 
Scott, 10 kills and two er- 
rors in 22 attempts; and junior Tracey Lfvesey, 5 
kills and no errors in 16 
attempts. 
In addition to the hitting 
percentages, Hopkins, Liv- 
esey and senior Julaine 
Flick each had two service 
aces, and Hopkins also had 
25 digs. 
Once again, Manwaring 
impressed the crowd with 
three solo blocks and 20 
digs. Junior Becky Snider 
also had 20 digs. 
As of last week, two spik- 
ers were ranked among the 
league's best players. Be- 
rardinelli was ranked sec- 
ond in the Mid-American 
Conference in blocks per 
tame, and team-captain 
ivesey was ranked sec- 
ond in assists per game 
and fourth in service aces 
per game. 
..—coupon._————.— coupon —- , 
MIKE'S PARTY    jCornhuskers still No. 1 
Open til J 1004 
S. Main MARTK Midnight 7 days'o 
Buy one bag of ICE   i 
get one FREE! 
Beer at State minimum prices. °^^Smef\ 
See us for All your party needs!     exp:10-0-83 I 
(AP) - For the second 
week In a row, the Ne- 
braska Cornhuskers are a 
unanimous choice as the 
nation's No. 1 college foot- 
ball team. 
Following a 63-7 thrash- 
ing of Syracuse that gave 
them a 5-0 record, during 
which they have outscored 
TUESDAY SPECIAL 
one day only 
Denim Pants 
Herringbone brushed denim 
By Organically Grown 
*      Tuesday 
$17.99 
Tues Eve. open 'till 9: 
The Powder Pull Visa 
Mastercard 
Welcome 525 Ridge St 
the opposition 289-56, the 
Cornhuskers again re- 
ceived all 60 first-place 
votes and a perfect score of 
1,200 points from a nation- 
wide panel of sports writ- 
ers and sportscasters in 
yesterday s Associated 
Press poll. Nebraska has 
been No. 1 each week of 
1983, starting with the pre- 
season poll. 
Texas, a 42-6 winner over 
Rice, was runner-up for 
the third week in a row. 
The Longhorns, Just as 
they did last week, re- 
ceived 58 second-place 
votes and two thirds for 1,- 
138 points. 
However, Arizona and 
Iowa slipped from the 3-4 
positions, while Alabama 
and North Carolina moved 
up. 
Alabama lumped from 
sixth to third with 982 
points following a 44-13 vic- 
tory over Memphis State 
and North Carolina moved 
up from fifth to fourth with 
981 points by defeating 
Georgia Tech 38-21. West 
Virginia, 54 for the first 
time In 21 years, climbed 
from seventh to fifth with 
943 Doints by defeating Pitt 
24-21. 
Ohio State, No. 8 last 
week, rose to sixth with 779 
points by crushing Minne- 
sota 69-18. Auburn shot 
from 10th to seventh with 
761 points after shading 
Florida State 27-24 and 
knocking the Seminoles out 
of the Top Twenty. 
Oklahoma inched up 
from ninth to eighth with 
754 points by beating Kan- 
sas State 29-10 Florida 
vaulted from 12th to ninth 
with 687 points by trim- 
ming LSU 31-17 - the set- 
back dropped the Tigers 
out of the rankings - and 
Arizona dropped from 
third to 10th with 680 points 
after blowing a 26-3 lead 
and settling tor a 33-33 tie 
with California. 
JULIE NEEDHAM     ■ 
I'm looking forward to a year 
full of fun and excitement. We 
have shared in our first two years 
together. Happy 2nd Honey! 
I LOVE YOU! 
■      GREGORY "AL" CLICK «V$ 
macys 
HAIR-IN 
1/3 OFF 
i OCTOBER PERMANENT WAVE 
SALE 
(HAIR-CUT NOT INCLUDED) 
352-5615 
■" .v.'.v.W.V.v.'.V.V, 
CHARGE IT! 
■:•:•:•:•:•:■:■:•:•:•:•:■:•:•:■:•:•:•:■:•:•:■ 
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Falcon ruggers sweep matches against Kent Statel 
Frankenstein lives! photo/Dove Suler 
Bowling Green's Randy Murray. Doug McRae, Pat Plckett, and Don Lonsert observe an unidentified Kent State player 
attempt a short ball on a line-out. 
by Rogar Mazzarella 
sports reporter 
KENT - It was billed as 
a replay of last spring's 
Mid-American Conference 
championship match. As it 
turned out, not even the 
scores changed as Bowling 
Green's rugby team swept 
a triple-header from Kent 
State by scores of 18-0,17-0, 
22-0 last Saturday af- 
ternoon. 
The Golded Flashes, 
who spent the entire week 
praticlng with city-power 
Akron, in preparation for 
last weekend could not 
quite get the offensive 
spark ignited. 
PART OF Kent's prob- 
lem came in the form of 
BG loose forwards Judd 
Herman and Brian Kind- 
suatter who exploited a 
weakness in the Golden 
Flash lineouts to virtually 
roam the Kent backf ield at 
will. 
Time and time again, 
Kent's backs would have a 
budding offensive 
movement stopped cold by 
a crunching tackle by Her- 
man or Kinsuatter. 
"They cover the field 
rather well," BG scrum 
half Bill Miller said. Their 
defensive play actually 
sets up a lot of offensive 
opportunities for us." 
Tony Grant and B.J. 
Hunter scored the Falcons' 
tries in the first match, 
scoring on bull-like runs 
from about 25-yards out. 
BG center Glen Schwab 
added two conversions and 
two penalty kicks to round 
out the scoring in the 18-0 
victory. 
In the second match, 
Wayne McClain, playing 
for the first time at the new 
position of wing forward, 
scored two tries with Kent 
in goal line-stand situa- 
tions. Wing John Stefano 
added a try and Fred Par- 
shall scored on a conver- 
sion and penalty kick as 
the Falcons won going 
away, 17-0. 
IN THE third match, the 
Falcon rookies continued 
to prove why they are 
called "the best crop ever 
recruited." Playing with a 
mix of veterans, the BG 
rookies led te way to the 
goal line, as the Falcons 
shutout the Golden Flashes 
for the third time that day, 
224. 
Bill Calafiura, Don Jen- 
kins and Don Lonsert 
scored solo tries, while fly 
half Matt Miller scored 
twice on short bursts up 
the middle. Kevin Beehl- 
er's conversion finished 
out the scoring. 
Now sporting a near per- 
fect 9-1-2 record , the Fal- 
con   ruggers   will   host 
Sandusky at 1 p.m. on Sat- '■ 
urday at College Park j 
Field. The Sandusky squad . 
is made up mainly of BG I 
graduates and students at ! 
the Firelands campus. 
Sandusky is having a • 
difficult year and sports an ; 
0-4 record. The game with 
is always intense, how- • 
ever, and Sandusky was 
one of the few teams to 
beat the Falcons last year. 
The Falcons will be looking 
to  even  the  slate  and 
avenge last fall's 15-13 loas. 
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Officials say ruling 
forces mainstreaming 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Cincinnati 
school officials failed yesterday to 
win Supreme Court review of a ruling 
they say may force them to provide 
for a severely retarded youngster 
unnecessary contact with non-hand- 
icapped students. 
The court, without comment, left 
intact a ruling that places a heavy 
burden on the city's schools, which 
receive federal aid for dealing with 
handicapped children, to show why 
the retarded boy should not have a 
chance to mix with non-handicapped 
students during such activities as 
lunch, gym and recess. 
The National School Board Associa- 
tion, which sided with Cincinnati 
school officials in asking the Supreme 
Court to review the case, said the 
lower court ruling could have a big 
impact on 16,000 local school districts 
that received federal aid for hand- 
icapped children. 
Mary Ann Roncker challenged a 
ruling by the Cincinnati school board 
to place her severely retarded son 
Neul, 10 in a school for the mentally 
retarded. 
SHE SAID he should be allowed to 
take special classes at a regular pub- 
lic school so he could mix with non- 
handicapped students outside of 
class. 
He has been attending a public 
school, Pleasant Ridge Elementary, 
since 1979 while the case wended its 
way through the courts. 
The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Ap- 
peals ruled last February that Con- 
gress, in passing a 1975 law to help 
handicapped children, intended that 
they be given the "maximum" oppor- 
tunity for contacts with non-hand- 
icapped youngsters - a process called 
"mainstreaming." 
Since Congress has decided mains- 
treaming is appropriate, the states 
must accept that decision if they 
desire federal funds," the appeals 
court said. 
The law "does not require maims- 
treaming in every case, but its re- 
quirement that mainstreaming be 
provided to the maximum extent ap- 
propriate indicates a very strong con- 
gressional preference," the appeals 
court added. 
It ordered a federal judge to con- 
duct further hearings to determine 
whether young Neill should be per- 
mitted to continue taking classes in 
public schools. 
Cincinnati school board officials 
said the youngster was not showing 
much progress at Pleasant Ridge 
Elementary and would do better by 
attending a school for the mentally 
retarded 
Chancellor praised 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Gov. 
Richard Celeste had strong praise 
yesterday for Edward Moulton, the 
departing chancellor of the Ohio 
Board of Regents. 
Moulton announced when his 
five-year contract expires Dec. 31, 
he will take a Job in the private 
sector. He did not disclose his new 
job, but said he will do so later this 
month. 
Celeste called Moulton "a strong 
and articulate voice for higher 
education" and publicly thanked 
the chancellor "for his 28 years of 
service to the state and his 
unswerving dedication to excel- 
lence." 
Moulton, who submitted his res- 
ignation to Regents Chairman 
Richard Krabach, said the decision 
had been "most difficult for me." 
He added that "the past five 
years, while a most difficult fund- 
ing period for higher education in 
Ohio, has also been one of positive 
change." 
The chancellor did not spell out 
the change in his letter but he 
credited much of it "to the regents 
and a highly-effective and ded- 
icated administrative staff." 
MOULTON SAID he had no rea- 
son to believe he could not stay in 
the post after Dec. 31, but "I have 
decided to conclude my service to 
the board at the end of this Decem- 
ber." 
Prior to becoming chancellor in 
January 1979, Moulton served as 
vice president for business and 
administration at Ohio State Uni- 
versity. In the mid-1960s, he inter- 
rupted what was to be 23 years of 
service at OSU to serve as presi- 
dent of the University of South 
Dakota. 
In a statement issued by the 
regents, Moulton was cited for his 
work with the state Board of Edu- 
cation in strengthening the prepa- 
ration of high school students for 
college. 
That effort reduced the need for 
the colleges and universities to 
provide remedial courses, and it 
I by three years a study 
National Commission on 
.•vw^nce, the statement said. 
It said Moulton brought national 
recognition to Ohio for the quality 
review of institutional programs 
that linked higher education with 
business, industry, and govern- 
ment. 
THE STATEMENT said Moulton 
"has committed himself during the 
remainder of his term to work to 
sustain the financial stability of the 
higher education system in Ohio." 
The reference apparently re- 
flected Moulton's opposition to Is- 
sues 2 and 3 on the Nov. 8 ballot. 
Among other things, they repeal 
1963 tax increases which helped 
bolster higher education funding in 
Ohio. 
Krabach named a three-member 
committee to search for a new 
chancellor. The members "are C. 
William Swank and N. Victor Good- 
man, both of Columbus, and Helen 
James of Celina, Ohio. 
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PLACEMENT SCHEDULE 
 October 4. 1983  
Signup on Wednesday. October 5 
lor the loeowing. schedules Sign-Up 
we" be held n me FORUM ol me 
Student Services Boarkhg from 7 30 
AM to 8 00 AM lor Employer 
Schedule* (Busine*! Government. 
Agencies and Gradual* Schools) 
Whan employers vxfccate December 
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FLOW YOU SCHEDULE 
SIGN-UP PROCEDURE: At me time 
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flow you schedule Quslilled 
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ber In (| ntcaUs Die number ol 
schedules requested by the em- 
ployer (aivvkcates the employer has 
also scheduled a recrurnhg date m the 
Spring 
Busjnesses and orgarvzatxjns 
ADf NETWORK SERVICES 
Arm Arbor. Ml 
10-17-83 Sytt Prog'Anal. 
B/Comp So only (MrS do not qual- 
ity). Dec only (11 1 2 slots 
FEDERATED INSURANCE CO 
Owatonra. Mn 
10-17-83 Mktg Hep  B/lns.. Mklg . 
PCO. Al wan Sales e«per . Dec . 
May. Aut (1)5 slots 
U.S. AM FORCE 
Bowing Green, OH 
Plot: rmarjstor: B/M any major. Dec., 
May. Aug Grads Molooroigy BVany 
major w'enrs Physics and 8 hrs. 
Calculus. Dec May. Aug. Commu- 
nications/Electronics Mgmt B/any 
major w 8 hrs Calculus. Dec May. 
Aug Grads (1) 10 slots 
ERNST 1 WHMNEY 
Various Locations 
10-18-83   Stslt   Acct    BVM  Acct. 
MBA w/Acct under grad. Dec . May. 
Aug. Grade   (3) Cleveland. (2) To- 
ledo. (1) Other   13 slots ee  sched- 
atS 
AMOCO PROOUCTION COMPANY 
Houston. TX 
10-19-83 Geology Dept Geophystc 
ate.   BVMS/PhO Geophysics.  Dec . 
May Grads  (1) 13 slots  Sign Up in 
Gaol Dept 
COMOOC 
Akron. OH 
10-19-83 CANCELLED 
BUCK SWAMP 
EDITOR 
APPLICATIONS 
Now Available 
106 University Hall 
Deadline: Friday, October 14 
5 p.m. 106 University Hall 
LILLY 4 HARRIS. CPA* 
Cleveland. OH 
10-1883 TO BE ANNOUNCED 
(»| MAY DEPT. STORES COMPANY 
At Louis, MO 
10-18-83 Ratal Buyer Tmg. Pro- 
gran: BVMkt. natsahg. B/ ti Bus 
Col wIMM 1 Mgmt courses. 
BVFaah. March, w strong staiiatical 
coursewor* 3.0 QPA overall pre 
sirred. Dec Grad* only (2) 13 Mots 
as. Noes: you are urged to attend 
the* aide presentation Monday eve . 
Oct 17 from 7 00-8 00 PM al the 
Union. Town Room (Second/Third 
mtervaws to be held on Oct 19). 
STANDARD ON. COMPANY 
Cleveland. OH 
10-19-83 CANCELLED 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC 
(Semiconductor Seles Group] 
Dates. TX 
10-19-83 Field Sates Engrs :  8/M 
Comp   Sci .  Physic  MBA wTTecti. 
undergrsd,  Dec .  May  Grads    3.0 
QPA overs! preferred (1) 9 slots 
(l)TF.XAS INSTTeUMENTI, IMC. 
(Semiconductor Group) 
Dates. TX 
10-19-83    Semiconductor    Group 
Design, Development   Production of 
State of the   Art   Mtcro-processors. 
logic/memory devices, material R&O 
associated   w'semrcond    materials. 
mat     perfection/processing      B/M 
Chem .   B/Elec   Tech.   Dec.   May 
Grads 3 0 GPA overs! preferred (1) 
ea dale. 9 Hots ss. schsd 
(!) TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, MC. 
(Into Systems 4 Services Group) 
Dales. TX 
10-19-83 PROG /ANAL B/M Comp 
So or any Math. 
10-20-83 Bus or Engr  Tech major 
w/18 hrs. or more Computer course 
won.  Dec    May Grads   3 0 QPA 
overs! pre* (3) ea. date 9 slots ea 
f«)TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, MC. 
(Data Systems Group) 
Dates   TX 
10-19-83 CANCELLED 
10-20-83 CANCELLED 
(I) BURROUGHS CORPORATION 
Detroit. Ml 
10-20-83 Data Tech   Analyst: B/M 
Comp SO .Dec . May Grads (2) 12 
slow ea 
Mgmt Syst Analyst MBA w/MIS 
specakzshon. B/M Comp. Sci Dec . 
May Grads (1) 12 slots 
(al   TMAVENOL    LABORATORIES, 
Oearfleld. «. 
10-19-83 Buyer/Expediter    B'Mat . 
Opar   Mgmt., Bus   w/Sci   or Engr 
beckground.   Dec    Grads    (1)   12 
Hots. 
MMirtaN panning Analyst B/Met. 
Opar Mgmt or Bus w/Logs/Oper 
interest and courses. Dec Grade (I) 
12 slots 
OOOPERS 1 LYSRANO 
Cleveand. OH 
10-20-83   Ent    Lev    Stall   Accts 
B/Acct.. Mey. Aug Grads  3 0 QPA 
overs! prsf (2) ea date. 12 slots ea 
schedule 
(II CROWE. CHtZEK AND COM- 
PANY. CPA* 
South Bend. IN 
10-20-83 Audit Stafl B/M Acct. 
Dec. May, Aug Grsds (1) 13 slots 
Mgmt Srvca Start: BVM MIS. Comp 
Sci . Dec.. May. Aug Grads (1) 13 
slots 
LEVER MOTHERS 
Avon Lake, OH 
10-20-83   Ratal   Sales    B/Setng 
Sale* Raising. Mgmt.. IPCO, Dec . 
May Grsds (2) 12 slots 
MARATHON OR. COMPANY 
FMary.OH 
10-20-83 Geology Dept Geologists 
[ 11 Sign Up a the Geology Dept 
(I) CENTRAL MUTUAL INSURANCE 
CO. 
Van Wart, OH 
10-21-83 ArMn   Trnea Leading to 
various   opportvxvta*.   B/lns..   kid. 
Tech . Gen   Bus, Fin . Dec . May 
Grade (1) 13 slots 
ARTHUR YOUNG A COMPANY 
Various Locations 
10-21-83  Stafl  Accts   B/Acct   or 
Grad    dog    w/Acct.   umtsrSrason. 
Dec. May. Aug   Grade   (1) Cleve- 
land. (3) Open Locations   12 slots 
CAMPUSICITV EVENTS 
APtCS MEETING 
Wednesday 7 30pm - 300 Moeeley 
Speakers. Roy Caetei. Sieve Gad 
tier, Al Spaakstarg ol Bendot Corp 
Toptes: "Rscrxxllng/Job Search" and 
Purchaelng/MTLS MGMT Wha to 
expect" 
■ ■   .1 NI-> 
HOTL BALTIMORE 
OCTOBER 6-8 and OCTOBER 12-15 
MAIN AUDI.ORIUM   8 00pm. 
SrUDENIS S2 00 ADULTS S-l 00 
.  . \ 
**,/«*.*., \*s 
ffl^ 
jMftTk, MCAT ISAT - CR£ . 
GRf PSYCH/ ,!"'" 
ORE BIO   / JJJf 
FA.W7K& 
PCAT /FlU-Vtt 
OCAT /NDB-NPB 
MAI   / RNBDS . 
SSA! / IT" 
PSAT /SPEED < 
SAI  /READING 
C^ J 
FIJI   M.r-iM'lO* I 
KAPLAN 
(l*llti*e»l Carter 
:+*r halsMHak 
536-3701 
3550 Secor Rd 
Sun. Ml 
The Who • Stevie Nickt • Journey • Led Zepplln • Rod Stewart • Pink Floyd • Barry Monilow    , 
ROCK STAR PHOTO   I 
SALE oct 3-7 ? 
3 Promenade Lounge 2nd Floor Union 
i  Various sizes • Various prices • Frames • Buttons! \ 
The Who • Stevie Nickt • Journey • Led Zepplin • Rod Stewart • Pink Floyd • Von Halen 
BQ Marketing Association Meeting 
Tuesday. Oct.4 si 7 30pm In the 
Assembly Room m McFal Cento. 
Quest apssfcer a Cheryl Kom, Busi- 
ness ArssYst of Corp Panning, from 
Owena, fnois  
FLOOR WARS'FLOOR WARS 
THE    CONTEST    YOU'VE    BEEN 
WAITING   FOR-LISTEN   TO   WFAL 
SsOAM FOR OETAILS.  
HAY DEPARTMENT STORES COM- 
PANY INVITES ALL BQ SENIORS TO 
BRING RESUMES AND ASK QUES- 
TIONS ABOUT CAREERS IN RETAIL- 
ING ON FRIDAY. OCT 7 FROM 
QAM—4PM IN THE PERRY ROOM, 
STUDENT UNION ORESS CASUAL 
BRING A FRIEND REPRESENTA- 
TIVES FROM ONEILS AKRON: 
MAY COMPANY CLEVELAND AND 
STRAUSS, YOUNGSTOWN WILL BE 
THERE   TO  SPEAK   INFORMALLY 
WITH YOU  
SNEA Meeting Tuee. Oct.4, IM1 
7:00 pm. 112 Life Science. Speaker: 
DM! Ross. Open to ell education 
2*2:  
CAREER COICE ANO JOB FINOtNQ 
WORKSHOP lor grad and near grsd 
student* Sat , Oct 8 8:30am- 
12 30pm. Tstt Room, led by Dr Roes 
MBar. UCF Ragistw with Grsd Stu- 
dent Senate by Oct 8. cal 372- 
2428 
LOST AND FOUND 
LOST: Saver Armrtron watch Lost on 
Sept 27th in lot on Reed St between 
parking area 7 4 8. Passe return, 
evtreme    senttmenta    value     RE- 
WARD   354 2080  
LOST: OPAL in s gold setting Ex 
asms senhmenlal value  Please cal' 
352-3318  
Help, lost keys Itod key ring w/ap- 
pro>.   10 keys   Cash reward   Cal 
Todd 352-2074.  
LOST: Key on blue <ce-cream cone 
key chain   Lost In  Math  Science. 
please cal 372-5781  
LOST Oerk purple velcro waael in the 
vscaaty of Bachelder HsJ Contents 
ertrememfy Imp 372-4387 RE- 
WARD' [No questions asked ) 
LOST Key on Dleck Librakey chain If 
found, please cal 372-3779 
SERVICES OFFERED 
TYPING 
Daaartations. thesis etc 
352-0835 or 372-2261. 
Rumie's Sewing and Alterations 
Letters and inngnaa on ackets and 
sweaters    Al   garments   must   be 
dean  352 7288  
Typing-low rasss Check out our pro- 
leeeionely typed and written resumes 
too 352-5787  
Wen) processxg for reaeach pa- 
pers, resumes, thesa. dasertations. 
etc Cat PWP 352-2838 after 
5 30 or Anytime weeksnds.  
PERSONALS 
RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH 
ALPHA    TAU    OMEGA    Lll    SIS- 
COME CELEBRATE THE HOLIDAY! 
WITH US TONIGHT, TUES. OCT. 4, 
7J0-S:S0pm ATO HOUSE 
RUSH RUSH BUSH RUSH 
Attention PI Kapp lootbel Hams: It 
am s tough break ' A"teem, but the 
■sss one not ovar yet B" team you 
hed • fsntssbc effon CONGRATULA 
TONS' Keep that "PI Kapp Pride" 
ACROSS 
1 Roan 
6 Pierre's Irlend 
10 Large umbrella 
14 Violmmaker of 
note 
15 Beveled edge 
16 Part ol an ephah 
17 Pay up with 18 
Across 
18 See 17 Across 
20 Child's play hul 
22 Contuse 
23 Tableware lor a 
mousse 
25 Neighbor ol 
Ponna. 
28 Informer 
29 Christmas carol 
30 Mecca pilgrimage 
32 Tease 
34 Warnings 
38 Newton or Hayes 
40 Gear tooth 
42 Ermine 
43 "Moon River" 
lyricist 
45 Skill 
47 Satanic 
48 Entertainer 
Kristollerson 
SO Period 
52 Tokyo, lormerly 
53 Symbol ol 
deceitful talk 
58 Helen's cousin 
59 A daughter ol 
Nicholas II 
63 Stored todder 
65 Bridge term 
68 Explorer Erlcson 
67 noire 
68 Lab burners 
69 "Auld lang " 
70 Cupid 
71 Piece ol verse 
DOWN 
1 Pause 
2 General Bradley 
3 Comedienne 
Martha 
4 Lodged, like a 
porker 
5 One or the other 
6 01 sound 
7 Parsonage 
8 Young doctor 
9 Old English 
letter 
10 Certain tableware 
11 Chemical prefix 
12 Part<,N.J. 
13 Dress up 
19 Artist's Items 
21 Glacial ridges 
24 man 
25 Caprice 
26 Flower holder 
27 Slightly open 
31 Certain dive 
33 Long scarf 
35 Wander 
36 Household helper 
37 Town near Caen 
39 Breakfast Item 
41 Small bombs 
44 Disencumber 
46 Outfit 
49 Ok) hand 
51 Squirrel, In late 
fall 
53 Senses 
54 Suburb of 
Washington 
55 Lacquer 
Ingredient 
58 a customer 
57 Sod 
60 Empire State 
college syst. 
61 Moslem leader 
62 Church section 
64 Actor Vlgoda 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
tacky Stanley 
Happy 20th Sklhdeyl I raps you 
hed a vary, vary, vary happy dey. 
Only one more year and you'H have 
s REAL sgs - |u*t kidding. Love 
Year Past PsMos fassssls, Barb 
RUSSELL'S SWEATS 
810.80 
Roc Center Pro Shop 
CHARLEY 
THANKS FOR THE STUDY BREAK- 
THE ICE CREAM WAS QREATI 
LETS DO IT AGAIN SOON" LOVE, 
UNDA S TRACEY (YOUR TWO FA- 
VORITE AXO'SI  
CongretukMton. Jfcn Zotdaa and 
Karen Wovrosh on your en- 
gegemem Good luck In the future 
Phi Alpha, the Srothers of S.A.E. 
DAVID DEPASOUALE-HAPPY 
22NO BIRTHDAY" ONE MORE 
YEAR. ONE MORE HAIR ALL MY 
LOVE-AMY.  
010 YOU KNOW ovar 50% of the 
student body attended Is BG-Mavni 
game? BO students ARE the bast in 
the MAC See you Saturday'  
SUBSCRIBE NOW to the Festtva 
Senee and see the Vienn* Choir Boys 
for as Me as S3 75 Phone 372- 
0171  
RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH 
ALPHA   TAU   OMEQA   UL   SIS- 
COME CELEBRATE THE HOLIDAYS 
WITH US TOMOHT. TUES. OCT. 4, 
7:M-t:MPM. ATO HOUSE 
RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH 
FLOOR WARS ARE HEREI 
WIN   A   FABULOUS   HALLOWEEN 
PARTY   BY   SIMPLY   PICKING   UP 
YOUR PHONE.  LISTEN TO WFAL 
FOROCTAaVS.  
OREEK NtTI IS BACK 11 
EVERY   MON.    BPM-CLOSE    AT 
SAM B'SII 107 STATE ST.  
Gwyrme. Shernmom. Jeanne, Jenny, 
Thank you al for helping us plenty 
Painting the rock was lots ol tun, 
even tho' ws had to run   Loirs Ys, 
E.O.O.P.  
Have a csse of Vie snfoysi 
Happy hour everyday at 4pm. 
i LITTLE KING XTS 
Psute. __ 
■■■riy conffitt on yow ftCWpMlon M 
AXO. You finally mad* It. Don't 
forget about those Sunday night 
crispier meeting*! A second Con- 
grats on your pinning to Shannon, 
good luck In the future. How much 
sir did H take to Mew eat the 
•Tl 
HELP WANTED 
Perry Field Attendance Record 
28.860 
Can ■ M ran SasWOBY? 
RUSSELL'S SWEATS 
$1060 
Rec Center Pro Shop 
RUSH SAE LITTLE SIS! 
RUSH SAE LITTLE SIS! 
RUSH SAE UTTLE StSI 
TUESDAY IS SAM I'S T-SHIRT 
DAY! T-SHIRTS ON SALE S3.00 
EACH ALL DAY. EVERY TUES. M 
SAM I'S BAR. 
VOTE'BOONERS "FOR "ORE AM 
QUEEN' 
NEW LOCATION 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD 
MWOOO COUNTY 
S20N Man St, BQ 
Contdental- persona cere 
Specex rates. BQSU students 
Convenient App'ts 354-3540 
A Toledo based manufacturing Irm a 
a need of a second shift data entry 
operator The position wa offer expe- 
rience a al aspects of a computer 
dept. Prefer sophomore or rumor 
Starkhg pay SS 25.1. Please send 
resume to PO Box 3269 Toledo. OH 
43807  
ATTENTION   ALL   REGULAR   AND 
WORK-STUDY     STUDENTS    The 
Student Employment Program Office 
Is In  need  of  students  to  fa the 
positions asted below kal ss soon ss 
possible If your nlerested In work. 
mg.   please  slop by  480  Student 
Service* right away to pick up s lob 
referral. 
WORK--STUDY STUDENTS 
•■17: Counter Clark wan knowkidgo 
ol University 
0-SO Recepborsst to cover 11 30 to 
12.30 lunch hours 
0-37    Looking  tor  Psych major  to 
assist with genera ctenca work. 
BMSI. Lab Assistant who is not n the 
Nursing Program 
R-I Haiory inakx or nwior wah good 
ck*rk^aksk 
R-4   Proactlonisl to show fens lor 
(i*nprov# MVrTKNy 
wan Hypnosis . 
352-8777 
Hsy, Phi Tsusl Thanks so much lor 
inviting us to dinner The hamburger* 
and ice cream w*t« greet' Love, the 
Setter* of Alpha XI Pass.  
HfXIOAY »e)l"'MTV 
HAPPY HOUR 
ALL DAY ALL NIGHT 
 ALLTHETB4E'  
JEWEL 4 AL. HAPPY 2ND ANNIVER 
SARYII   DON'T   CELEBRATE   TOO 
MUCH. WHO KNOWS WHAT THE 
FUTURE WILL BRING? LOVE. JOAN 
JOIN THE TREND. 
GET OUT OF TOWN. 
BRING A FRIEND. 
COME TO SNYOER'S CORNER 
McCLURE, OHJO 
RT. 6 a 66  
Jane, Hags and Ktsessl Lees, Jeff 
KAPPA SIGMA STARDUSTER RUSH 
SUOE SHOW OCT 5. 7 30pm 
DATtaG GAME OCT 11.7:30pm 
COME    ANO    RUSH   THE    BEST 
HOUSE ON CAMPUS 
bnporve Memory w/ Hypnoea 
3824777         
Quit Smokng wuh Hypnoea 
 362-6777  
LOsM WsWQnl wNn HypnoaMB 
 362-8777  
hlkLrfOW      SpOfU      PaTffUf rTaaVaOaf      aVrlTl 
Hypnosa 352-8777.  
Overoorns Fssrs wah INprassB) 352- 
8777.  
ReMx wWl Hypnoala 362-8777 
Improv* Study Hebita wlHypnoaa 
352-8777 
Ban Frarsdn Sorsl shop has football 
mums and corsages Mums start M 
a*, corsages. $2 50 - 362 6219 
Mathews Friotography-20«k off lor 
BQSU students, senior yearbook pic- 
tures, portraits, models Cal 352- 
6198 
Larnbde CM Camrxi. Tuck-in. Plain 
tuck-ln 7f. Tuck-m. bedtime etory. 
lasts, 2 cookie. 12 00. Phone 2-01*6 
or 248*0 
FESTIVAL SEFSES tickets we sol 
aiistatlal. Don't mas your chance to 
tea four great concerts" Phone 
372-0171 
SUBSCRIBE NOW to Via 1983-84 
FaaaVal Sanaa and ese wore) re- 
nowned Artists for as Uses* $3 76* 
concert  Phone 372-0171 
KEY Salespeople 
Turn a your cads 
you have sold, today 
If you want oredfl 
10% 
oar vary apeak as) 
Do you have yours yet? 
Ho strings! Cams In 1 pick up 
your*. Ho purche** neceeeery 
LK14HE. 
R-21    TV  Producer who  .s  RTVF 
mafor or minor 
R-2J Comp Science, Technology. > 
Biology Tutors 
R-46    Apple   Lab   Corxeuksnt   who 
knows Apple Soft Basic 
R-4S. Biology rnsjor to take care of 
aramaab 
REGULAR STUOENTS 
OBI   Lxcaaanl typat wan rrrawnum 
of 50 worn 
OM1J   Fag Footbel Orriciaa wan 
previous experience 
OtMS   Assatanl Teacher who has 
computed HOEC 321 S 322 
R-U   Math tutors for evening see 
akms 
R-4*   Computer  Science  mafor to 
work as Programmer 
R-4S   Math major to work as paper 
0"der  
Earn doear* seaVig Avon Products 
For more nforrraaton pleass cal 
PhyBs a 352 5833  
FOR SALE 
Coke maclwie. good shepe great 
reagsrsBuii. Perfect for rec room 
Qraat "beverage' refigerstor, 
$75 00. Woodvfls 1849-2196 
Yamaha Tenor Saxophone, yts-21, 
Excelent   cond    Asking   $460.00, 
CM 1-475-6322 
10SP BIKE 4-SALE. QOOO 
CONO , $75 OR BEST OFFER CALL 
354-1468 
Racing Bike, Good Cond. $80 00 or 
Best Offer Ed, 354-1282 or 2- 
0405 
MOTORCYCLE    FOR    SALE. 
11000.00. SUZUKI QS450T, 'SI. EX. 
CONO. ASK FOR STEVE. 352-7*73. 
COMPLETE OOLF SET 4 woods, 8 
tone bag S cart Spauksng Pro 
Regatered $2/5 00-alter 5pm- 
3524996 
78 FORD FIESTA QHIA QOOO 
COND $2400. CALL 352-0393 
LEAVE MESSAGE OR AFTER 5 45 
K-now. Happy 2ist B day You're 
a big girl now Love, Gordon  
Lee Baggae-fted Kaka-Purpie 
Ms Lee SI Legs Red * Kakal Levi St 
Lags-Royal -Purpts-Fuefsa. Al 1/2 off 
JEANSNTHSJGS 
 631 Rktjs  
MEET THE B»aJTHB<S OF SAEI 
UTTIE •» RUSH TO*»OHT-TI*l 
27TH AT 7:** OTHER DATES ARE 
SEPT.2*TH ANO 0CT4TH AT 7:S0. 
WANTED FOR RENT 
WANTEO USED CAM FROM THE 
60S 4  70S   Must be reasonably 
priced Ptsoas ca* 372 1663. 
atrask*. .Mill saw. Sinn * Hajrl 
lnlfme.   Sataa*w  TV,   can   1S2- 
717*.  
F. nate. anrild Mr Spr  Sam. Oam 
Bedroom. Caa 1114MS 
NEEDED IF. TO SHARE HOUSE ON 
S.COLLEOE IMMED.tlEAUTIFUL 
HOME. EXCEL.LOC. 1150./MO -IN- 
CLUDES HEAT/UTIL. MEED DE- 
POSIT, r INTERESTED CALL SM- 
IIIIOIMM1U  
Need 4*1 female to M 2 bdrm apt 
362-7386 
TONIGHT 
MUSIC FOR MODERNS 
FEATURING:   PUNK,   REGGAE, 
NEW   WAVE,   ROCKABILLY,   & 
SKA 
* PLENTY OF DRINK SPECIALS.!* 
MAIN ST. 
"WHERE THE SPECIALS NEVER END!"        * 
